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'Daily ~gyptian Reagan names new secretary 
of the interior 80uthem Illinois University Frjday, October 14, 1983, Vol. 69, No. 40 
l:ongressional hopeful outlines 
platforDl to seek SiDlon's seat 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Preside:lt Reagan on Thursday 
named his national security 
adviser, William p, Clark, to 
succeed James Watt as 
secretary of the interior, 
"He is a God-fearing 
Westerner, a fourth-generation 
rancher, a person 1 trust and 1 
think he will be a great 
seeretary of the interior," 
Reagan said. 
decision that I've just made. 
After examining the records of 
morE' than two dozen fine 
potential nominees for the 
position of secretary of the 
interior, I have decided to turn 
once again to someone who has 
been a trouble shooter and a 
result-orientp,> professional. B~' Karen Torry 
Staff Writpr 
Declaring that "It's time we 
have a repre$ei1<Q~ive who caa 
truly represent our district," 
James Griffith of Sandoval on 
Thursday became the first 
Republican ,0 announce a 
candidacy for the 22nd District 
congressional seat. 
Griffith, 38, an independent 
architecl'<Iral and engineering 
inspector, said U.S. Rep. Paul 
Simon, who is forfeiting his 
congressional post to nm for the 
U.S. Senate. has not stayed in 
close enough touch with his 
consti tuents. 
"I feel that he has exercised a 
lot of views that were not 
particularly -epresentative of 
Southern Illinois" Griffith told 
reporters outsidt: the Marion 
County Courthollse in Salem. 
"It's time for a change." 
If elected. Griffith said he 
would have a toll-free telephone 
number in his district office 
which constituents could ('aU to 
discuss problems and opinions 
on issues. He said those opinions 
would determine his actions in 
Congress. 
"I don't have all the an-
swers." said Griffith. "I'm 
going to ha .... e to depend on the 
people to gi .... e me the answers." 
Developing the coal and 
petrochemical indu .. tries is a 
James Griffith 
key problem facing Southern 
Illinois, according to Griffith, 
who said he would support 
federai legislation to promote 
the use of high-sulfur Illinois 
coal. 
Griffith said the en-
vironmental impact of using 
high-sulfur coal should be 
(;Qnsidered, but added, "I don't 
want to sound like an en-
vironmentalist to the point that 
'I'd be waving their banner." 
A Pennsylvania native who 
moved to the Sandoval area in 
1975, Griffith said he plans to 
steer clear of special interest 
groups "as much as is feasible" 
during his campaign and will 
accept no contributions from 
political action committees. 
"I don't have the monetary 
resources to conduct a massive 
campaign," he said, remarking 
that lie will devote a "con-
siderable amount of time" to 
campaigning. 
Griffith, who has never held 
elected office, said he considers 
it a challenge, not a disad-
vantage, to seek election 
against opponents who have 
name recognition and ex-
perience in go"ernment 
"I have as much chance and 
opportunity as anyone who 
chooses to throw his hat in the 
ring," Griffith said. State Sen. 
Kenneth Buzbee, D-Carbondale 
and former U.S. Rep. Ken Gray, 
of West Frankfort. both have 
declared their candidacies for 
the Dt'mocratic nomination. 
See PLATFORM, Page 2 
Gus says if the Democrats tear 
I'aeh other up, Mr. Griffith 
might engineer a victory. 
The president made the an-
nouncement at the end of a talk 
to women leaders of Christian 
religious organizations. 
"I think he is succeeding a 
very fine secretary of the in-
terior," the president said. 
Reagan told his audience th-
jat "I want to share with you a 
"So it if. ,vi.h a good denl of 
pleasure tha~ I tell you that 1 
have asked my assistant for 
national security affairs Judge 
Bill Clark, to be my nominee for 
this cabinet position," Reagan 
said, 
Clark once was Reagan's 
chief of staff when Reagan was 
governor of California. Reagan 
S~e INTERIOR, Page !l 
Murder charges 
added in arson case 
Bv Jl'nnifer Phillips 
Staff Writer 
Two Murphysboro residents. 
already facing federal arson 
charges, were charged Thur-
sday with murder of a 68-year-
old man who died last Januarv 
in a blaze which swept through 
a block-long Murphysboro 
business and apartment 
complex. 
The. victim, Ralph H. 
Wayman, lived in the top 
apartment at 12 N. 11th SI. and, 
because of arthritis in his feet, 
was unable to nee the fire, 
which occurred Jan. 15. 
Jackson Countv State's At-
torney John demons said 
Roger L. Ellis, 29, and 
Margaret Lee, 43, both of 
Murphysboro, were ch.arged 
with causing Wa:lman's death. 
Illinois law provides for the 
offense of murder when an 
individual is killed as a result of 
. a felony offense. 
Ellis was indicted for arson 
by a federal grand jury in 
March and is still in federal 
custodv under $1 millicm bond. 
His trial is scheduled within the 
next two weeks at the U.S. 
District Court in Benton. 
Lee was arrested about 10 
a.m. Thursday in Murphysboro, 
Clemons said, and is r.ow in 
See CHARGES, Page 2 
Cause of crash still unknown 
By John Racine 
Staff W)"iter 
control tower. 
"We don't know what the 
problem was. It could be the 
An electrical problem of smallest thing. It could be a 
unspecified nature was light burned out or it could be a 
reported by Capt. Lester Smith major problem," she said. 
before the twin-engine Air An NTSB structure expert. 
Illinois commuter plane went John White, told a group of 
dflwn TLi~sday night near reporters who toured the crash 
Pinckneyville, kiliing all 10 $cene that .. it appears the plane 
people on board. a federal of- was in a shallow dive" but he 
ficial said Thursday. too declined to speculate on 
Patricia Goldman, vice what the cause of the crash 
ch' 'pman of the National could be. 
Transportation Safety Board. White's theory supports Air 
said that the 44-passenger crafL Illinois offici~!s speculaUon that 
'dropped down to a 3,OOO-foot the British-made airliner's piloi 
altitude after a request by the was trying to land when the 
pilot. At that time he reported IIlane crashed. The ('rash oc-
aa eiectrical problem to the curred between 9:05 and 9:10 
control tower at the Springfield p.m. Tuesday five miles nor-
. airport. theast of Pinckneyville in Perry 
Stressing the point that in- County. 
vestigators lacked complete Ira Furman, a spokesman for 
-----------.. the grcllp of 12 investigators, Memorial service set said "the determination of the 
rause is many months away." 
for two sru.C "Witnesses so far tell Ul; th~l'e 
was no thunder and no light-
ning. Electrical failure· is an 
overstatement at this time," 
Furman said. Local reports 
indicate that (here was II 
thunderstornJ underw3Y in .the 
area at the time of the crash. 
employees. 
Page 3 
Crash victims 
identified. 
Page 2 
information, Goldman said, "I 
don't know if the problem had 
anything to do with the crash." 
She also said that the pilot did 
not spedfy what the problem 
was at the time he contacted the 
"We're looking down the end 
of a funnel and we try not to leap 
to any obvious conclusions," 
G<Jldman said. 
She described the NTSB 
method of investigation as. 
"basically a process of 
elimination. " 
That process of elimlUation 
began early Wednesday when 
,five investigators with the 
3hff Pboto by John Racine 
Illinois State Police Cpl. Don Mayes belps pull a John and AriDa Fisber. 5 mOes northeast of 
piece of an Air Illinois twin-engiDe prop jet from PinckneyviUe. wbere the plane crasbed Tuesday 
the muddy waters of a pond on the property of night, 
NTSB arrived at the farm of maker, British Aerospace; the 
John and Arillia Fisher. They IFederal Aviation Ad-
began the process of marking ministration; and an .in-
off areas that were covered with vestigator from the Air Tratllc 
bits of the plane. They taggf'd Control Center in K~nsas City 
distinguishable parts. had begun to decipher the 
By ·Thursday afternoon details. 
representatives of Rolls Royce, According to Goldman the 
maker of the engines used in the "black boxes" • the voice and 
small prop jets; the plane's flight data recorders - were 
found by local residents and 
have been sent to Washington. 
The tapes inside thp. voice and 
data recorder boxes will be 
I interpreted hut will not be made 
public for several weeks. 
"They will be taking a look at 
these magnetic tapes (which 
See CRASH. Page 3 
Investigators work to identify 
last two plane crash victilDs 
,News Roundup---
More than 1 million mourn leaders 
SEOUL (AP) - With tears and wailing, incense and flowers, 
at least 1 million South Koreans massed under sodden skies 
Thursday for the funeral of 17 top officials killed in the Burma 
bombing. The govemmo!nt called it a "heinous atrocity" 
carried out by Communist North Korea. 
By Anne Flallza 
staff Writer 
Eight of the 10 bodies of those 
killed in the crash of Air Illinois 
Flight 710 were positively 
identified by 5 p_m. Thursday, 
and seven of those eight have 
been released to funeral homes, 
a spokesman said. 
Geo,,~t! Poston, associate 
professor of mortuary science, 
said the Perry c.JUJlty Coroner's 
Office and a three-man FBI 
team speciaiizing in iden-
tification have identified the 
bodies through fingerprints and 
dental records. 
Those who have been 
positively identified are: 
Richard Baker, 47, coor-
dinator of the SIU-C 
Rehabilitation Institute Ad-
ministrators Program. 
Regina Polk, 33, of Chicago, a 
retraining coordinator for the 
Teamsters Local 743. 
Capt. Lester Sm~th, 32, Route 
5 Carbondale, employed by Air 
Illinois since 1978. 
Barbara Huffman, 29, Rural 
Route 4 Murphy:;ooro, a senior 
flight attendant employed by 
Air I1linois since March, 1976. 
Dalbir Singh, 26, owner of a 
computer software c.)mpany 
operated out of his home in 
Barringt"n. 
Judy Chantos, 36, of 
Springfield, and her 2-year-old 
son Jonathan. 
Jerome Brown, 52, of 
Homewood, assistant super-
visor for the Illinois Depart-
ment of Labor. 
The body of Jerome Brown, 
identified late Thursday af-
ternoon, is expected to be 
released Friday morning. 
Poston said he could not 
estimate when positive iden-
tificatior. of the two remaining 
bodies would take place. They 
are believed to be those of 
Jerome Lorenz, 39, director of 
the SIU-C Rehabilitation In-
stitute a!ld Frank Tudor, 28, of 
DeSoto, first officer of the 
flight. 
Donald Hertz, coordinator of 
mortuary science, said the 
program's involvement will end 
when all bodies have been 
positively identified and 
released. 
Hertz and Poston declined to 
comment on whether ofr'cials 
had encountered any problems. 
"It just takes a lot of tiE.e and 
investigative work," Hertz said. 
Hertz and Poston are tWQ of 
five facu!~y members aiding the 
coroner's office and FBI in the 
identification. 
Vikki Gottsman, assistant 
professor in dental hygiene, Dr. 
Roy Elliot, staff dentist, and 
Dominic Cittadino, staff dentist, 
a • .! helping with identification 
through dental records, Poston 
said. 
Poston added thai about 30 
students of mortuary science 
are also involved. 
Sirens sounded across the nation on a gray, rainy morning to 
signal a moment of silent tribute at the start of the funeral in a 
plaza on Yoida Island in the han River that runs through 
Seoul. Among those killed in the Rangoon bombing Sunday 
were four Cabinet ministers. 
Show helps parents find children 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A 3-year-old boy has been 
reunited with his mother after an ll-month separation, 
bringing to at least two the number of missing children 
returning home because of a TV movie about child abduction 
shown earlier this week. 
Phyllis Clark and her Justin returned home Thursday, one 
-.:ty after their reunion in Georgia. where authorities located 
the mis.o;ing boy with his father. 
Justin was last seen at his Bardstown home on Nov. 11, 1982, 
when his father, Owen Douglas Clark, pIcked him up for a 
court-authorized visit as part of a custody ruling in a then-
pending divorce case. 
Israeli finance minister resigns 
PLATFORM from Page I 
JERUSALEM (AP) - Finance Minister Yoram Aridor 
resigr:ed Thursday, hours after he proposed a revolutionary 
scheme that would have linked the Israeli economy to the 
American dollar. 
Aridor's p~an to solve Israel's economic crisis was im-
mediately assailed from all sides. Opponents said it would 
surrender Israeli independence and turn the country into 
America's "51st state." Thl,.. Cabinet called an emergency 
session to discuss it, and a few minutes after the meeting 
began Aridor !;merged and announced his resignation. 
Griifith said he has discussed 
his candidacy "unofficially" 
with se .. en Marion County 
Republican committeemen. 
The comm!~~cemen offered 
their unofficial support, ac-
cording to Griffith, but were 
noncommital .. bout an official 
party endorsement. 
American goods, the United 
States should respond with 
simila!' sanctions on that 
nation's products. 
Griffith objected to the 
presence of what he described 
as "defenseless" American 
troops in Lebanon. 
"The United States should not 
be used as a show of force 
without the intent to use it," 
said Griffith, emphasizing that 
he is not against American 
intervention in Lebanon, but 
opposes what he called the 
"handcuffing" of troops. 
"They're supposed to be 
defending the country, but 
they're not authorized to defend 
themselves. " 
"If they can't, keep them at 
home," he said. "Otherwise 
we're wasting millions of 
dollars." 
"Personally, I am opposed to 
communism," Griffith said. 
"The communists are using 
armed mercenaries to impose 
their will upon other people." 
Protestors blockade U.S. base 
BREMERHAVEN, West Germany (AP) - Helmeted riot 
police dragged away 255' anti-nuclear protesters Thursday but 
2,500 others blockaded a G.S. Army !:.ase and temporarily 
sealed off a major German port. Som~ demonstrators handed 
flowers to police. 
Griffith, a University of 
Maryland graduate in b!.!Siness 
administration, said his 
qualifications for Congress 
include "the fact that I have 
lived through most of the things 
the grassroots people have. I've 
been through the 'Catch-22' of 
the unemployment lines." 
The federal government 
should take an active role in 
trying to reduce unem-
ployment, according to Griffith, 
through creation of jobs or 
improving the balance of trade 
among nations, 
CHARGES from Page 1 
The demonstration was the start of a three-day protest 
against NATO deployment of !lew U.S. nuclear missiles in 
Western Eurupe. It marks the start of a series of anti-nuclear 
protests schedule<! around West Germany in llte next 10 days 
in what th~ peace mo~ment bills as its "bot "!Atumn. " 
"The Japanese have so many 
restrictions on U.S. goods that 
it's impossible for the United 
States to get a hold on Japanese 
markets," Griffith claimed. He 
proposed that, if a country 
imDOSes trade sanctions on 
federal custody in St. Clair 
County after an initial court 
appearance in Benton. 
Bond for the arson charge 
against Lee was set at $1 million 
and at $100,000 for the Jackson 
County murder charge, ac-
cording to Clemons. 
Six p(,ople were injured in the 
fire and at least 14 businesses 
and 10 apartments were 
destroyed. About 75 to 100 
fireman from 12 fire depart-
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ments worked for 12 hours to 
extinguish the blaze, which 
caused an estimated $1 million 
in damage, 
The damaged area was 
located on Walnut Street, 
between loth and 11th Streets, 
across from the Jackson County 
Courthouse. 
Clemons said the in-
vestigation was a good example 
of federal and state agencies 
working togl'ther to solve a 
case. 
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CRASH from Page 1 
are fed into a computer) and 
they will tell us about 18 dif-
ferent things," she said. The 
tapes will reveal altitude, at-
titude, heading, air speed and 
engine performance as well as 
possibly other factors. 
about 20 hours late Wednesday Chicago suburb of Homewood; 
and Thursday to search a pond Regina Polk, 33, of Chicago; 
in which they found 25 parts of and Dalbir Singh of Barrington. 
the cras~ed plane. 
}Ietnorial service 
planned Sunday for 
SIU-C employees 
Goldman, who most recentiy 
has beE'!1 ~~'orking on a train 
wreck case in Indiana, said that 
the plane will not be completely 
reassembled. "It is rare for a 
plane to be reassembled," she 
said. "If we do any restruc-
turing then it will only be cer-
tain parts of the plane." 
The airplane parts 'Ire ex-
pected to be moved to a hangar 
at the Southern Illinois Airport 
later this week_ Furman said. 
The airport was the 
destination of the plane, which 
departed Chicago-s Meigs Field 
and stopped in Springfield 
before leaving for its 
destination at 8:10 p.m. 
Furman said examining the 
wreckage provides a better 
overview of what happened. "If 
it will give us more information 
then we will do a mock up of the 
plane, and, certainly, we will be 
doing a complete reconstruction 
on certain parts of the plane but 
an entire reconstruction is 
doubtful." he said. 
Underwater sf:arch and 
recovery diving team of the 
Illinois State Police worked for 
According to Cpl. Don Mayes, 
of State Police District 13 in Du 
Qtloin, said that the divers were 
p 
working in two-man teams for 
·two-hour periods throughout the 
search. 
USAR had a total of five 
divers from around the state at 
the scene, he said. 
Bodies of the ten victims were 
removed Wednesday to the 
mortuary science laboratories 
at the &hool of Technical 
Careers on the SIU-C campus. 
Among those dead werl! two 
administrators from the 
L'niversity's Rehabilitation 
Institute, Jerome Lorenz, 39, 
director of the institute, and 
Richard Baker, 47, coordinator 
of the institute's Rehabilitation 
Administrators Program. 
Also listed as dead were the 
three members of the flight 
crew; Capt. Lester Smith, 32, of 
Route 4 Carbondale; First 
Officer Frank Tudor, 28, of 
DeSoto; and flight attendant 
Barbara Huffman, 29, of 
Murphysboro. 
Others killed in the crash 
Tuesday were: Mrs. Judy 
Chantos, 36, of Springfield and 
2-year-old son, Jonathan; 
Jerome Brown, 52, of the 
INTERIOR from Page I 
appointed him in 1973 to the 
California Supreme Court. 
In 1981, early in Reagan's 
presidency, Clark was sum-
moned from California to 
become the deputy secretary of 
state. This placed a long-time 
Reagan confidante in a key job 
under then-8ecretary of State 
Alexander M. Haig. 
He was named national 
security adviser in February, 
1982, replacing Richard V. 
Allen. 
Watt resigned on Sunday, 
pending the nomination and 
confirmation of a successor. 
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According to investigation 
. team member Paul Baker, the 
plan.: was heading in a nor-
thwesterly direction when it 
went down. The crash site, 
which spanned an area some 
three-fourths of a mile long, was 
25 miles north of Carbondale. 
Prior to the ('rash several 
area residents reported hearing 
noises that sounded like "the 
engine cutting out." 
Baker declined to comment 
on why the plane may have been 
flying in the opposite direction 
of its destination nor of why the 
craft may have circled the area. 
Alice Mitchell, Air Illinoi!< 
Vice President for Marketing, 
said that the Carbondale-based 
airline business had not been 
affected by the crash. "We are 
so pleased with the response 
from the cities we serve," she 
said. 
"We have oversales on many 
flights," she said. "Having the 
support of our customers has 
made it so much pasier for us to 
hamil~ this." 
Mikhell said that there were 
nlJ lilore cancellations than 
usual on Wednesday. Air 
Illinois, in service for 14 years. 
averages 18 to 20 cancellations 
daily from a customers roster of 
1,000 to 1,300 persons, she said. 
The interior secretary, besieged 
for a remark 18 days earlier 
about "a black ... a woman, two 
Jews and a cripple" on a coal 
leasing advisory panel, said he 
no longer could be effective in 
the administration. He 
remained in California on 
Thursday. 
A combined memorial service 
w;U be held at 2 p.m. Sunday in 
Shryock Auditorium for Jerome 
Lorenz, director of SIU-C's 
Rehabilitation Institute. and 
Richard J. Baker, professor and 
coordinator of the institute's 
rehabilitation administrators 
program. 
Lorenz and Baker were two of 
10 people killed when an Air 
IiJinois plane crashed outside 
PinckneyviIIe Tuesday night. 
Funeral arrllDgements for 
Lorenz have not been decided, 
according to an institute 
spokesman. 
Funeral services for Baker, 
47, are being handled by Huff-
man Funeral Home, 210 W. Oak 
St. in Carbondale. 
The son of James and Cody 
(Collin!':) Baker, he was born in 
Pittsburgh. Pa., and married 
Cynthia Hynes April 4, 1981 in 
Carbondale. Surviving are his 
wife, his sons, James E. Baker 
of Knoxville, Tenn. and 
Kristopher Baker of Car-
bondale; a daughter, Kimberly 
A. Baker of Dallas, Texas; his 
parents in Biltmore, N.C.: a 
sister, Suzanne Magine in 
Deerfield and a brother, Col. 
John Gozley in Salinas, Calif. 
A memorial service at the 
funeral home will follow 
cremation. A specific time has 
not been set. There wiII be no 
visitation. 
Arrangments for 32-year-old 
Capt. Lester R. Smith, who was 
in charge of the plane when it 
crashed, are being handled by 
Lauterburg-Oehler Funeral 
Home in Arlington Heights. 
Born in Mount Prospect, he is 
survived by his parents, Joe and 
Mary Smith of Mount Prospect; 
a sister, JoAnne DesRochers of 
Colorado and a brother, James 
Smith of Wyoming. 
Visitation will be from 4 to 9 
p.m. Friday and the funeral at 
12:30 p.m. at St. Emily's Church 
in Mount Prospect. Burial will 
be at All Saint's Cemetery in 
Des Plaines. Memorials can be 
made to a favorite charity. 
Barbara J. Huffman, 29, the 
senior flight attendant, was 
born in Murphysboro, the 
daughter of Albert and 
Margaret (Hudson) Huffman 
Jr. of Grand Tower. 
Arrangements are being 
handled by Meredith Funeral 
Chapel in Grand Tower. She is 
survived by her parents; a 
sister, Joyce Fisher of Grand 
Tower and her maternal 
grandparents, Ed and Vera 
Hudson of Grand Tower. 
Funeral services are pending. 
Burial will be at Walker Hill 
Cemetery in Grand Tower. 
Memorials can be made to the 
Presbyterian Church in Grand 
Tower, which she attended, or 
Green Peace U.S.A., 1700 
Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington D.C. 20070, Attn: 
Truly Webb. 
The co-pilot, 28-year-old 
Frank S. Tudor of De Solo, was 
a native of Bradenton, Fla. His 
funeral arrangements are being 
handled by Shannon Funeral 
Home in Bradenton. 
Born in Richmond, Ky., 10 
Turley and May Tudor. he is 
survived by his parents; a 
brother, Jessie Tudor of 
Talahassee, Fla.; his fiancee, 
Jonnie Sue Measels of Cham-
paign and his maternal grand-
mother, Mrs. Claude Wall of 
Richmond, Ky. 
Visitation will he from 4 to 9 
·p.m. at St. Emil:,'s Church in 
Mount Prospect. Burial will be 
at All Saint's Cemetery in Des 
Plaines. 
PINCH PENNY LIQUORS 
®. H~;sE'l~r~~d ~~~~. ~a;\!;~~3s:8n ®.. . ...l-\ ., Enjoy Some of Our Imported Beers ... ~ ,. From 18 Countries Over 50 Varieties :: 
Available. 
Becks 6pk.blls. $3.69 Olympia 6pk.btls.orcans $2.28 
(Germany) 
Grolsch 6 pk. blls. 
(Holland) 
Aegean b pk. btls. 
(Greece) 
Cardlnai 6 pk. btls. (Switzerland) 
Beer 6 pk. cans 
$3.69 
$4.28 
$4.28 
$1.43 
Wine 
Zeller Schwarze 
Katz Jacob Demmer 
$3.09 
Trakla Wines $3.33 
from Bulgaria 
Stroh's 6 pk. cons 
& Stroh light 
Old Style 12 pk. cons 
Colt 4S : 2 pk cons 
Meister Brau 24/12 cans 
Liquor 
Calvert Gin 750 ml 
$2.24 
$4.67 
$3.99 
$7.19 
$4.g, 
Gilbey's Vodka 75Om1S3.81 
Gallo Wines $4.99 Southern 
(0113 liters) Comfort 
750ml 
80° 
$5.06 
$3.99 Blue Nun 
750 ml Ron R!co 750ml $4.76 
Glacobazzi $2.62 
(all 75Oml) 
Caro1a Spumante $3.33 
Antique 
Bourbon 
750ml $3.99 
- .J. .. 
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Who's on first? 
RESPONSIBILITY for taking the next step toward acquiring a 
library storage facility for the University goes in circles. 
SIU-C officials say that they are waiting on the state Capital 
Developmmt Board to agree on a price with the owner of one of 
three buildings listed as possible sites for library storage. These 
include the Bracy Building in Marion, the Wal-Mart building in 
Carbondal~ and the Baptist Student Center building on a corner of 
the campus. 
But CDB officials say they can't make an offer to any owner until 
the Bureau of Budget releases funds. And BOB officials say they 
won't releM'':! the funds until the University states its preference for 
a specific &!te. 
mE UNIVERSITY. in tum, says it has done this - by making 
clear in a priority list that Bracy, a grocery warehouse, was SIU-C's 
first choice. 
So who's on first? 
The problem stems from an apparent difference of opinion as to 
which agency should make the final choice for a storage site. The 
University, while it has stated preference fOl" the Bracy Building, 
".asn't publicly made Bracy the undisputed choice. SIU-C says it 
wants the COB to negotiate with owners of all three bUildings for the 
best deal. The CDB is willing to do this, but claims its hands are tied 
waiting for the BOB to release funds - funds it won't release until a 
site is selected. 
MEANWHILE. the stacks of booir.s grow in Morris Library while 
alficials grapple with this seemingly ho~less catch-22. 
One fact is clear: the situation will not resolve itself. University 
afticials must iron out differences with other state agencies and find 
• method for closing a deal on one building or another before the 
Itorage crisis worsens. 
If the budget bureau remains firm in demanding a specific choice 
before releasing the library storage appropriation, then the CDB 
must attempt to negotiate without the appropriaticn in hand. 
Building owners will recognize that, even though the BOB has not 
released funds formally, the CDB's barg&ining position is solid-
the money is there. And the University, if it truly intends to find the 
best bargain, should not make a decision without knowing how 
much its choice will cost. 
THIS SITUATION has its roots in a freeze on construction that 
Gov. James Thompson imposed by executive order, an 
unreasonable policy that, in this case, prevented the University 
from doing what was best - building a library storage facility on 
campus. 
Making a "blind" purchase of an existing building, if that is what 
the situation now becomes, would be another unreasonable use of 
government funds, which are already so often wasted. 
·----c:r,etterS----
Keep m.oral battle alive 
- the fight is progressing 
I am writing this letter not to 
change the wl'rld, nor to stop 
the battles in the editorial page 
but simply to render an aspect 
of enlightment. I am a 24-year-
old man who has spent six years 
in the Armed Forces. I have 
traveled to 16 different coun-
tries and have visited many of 
our great states. I feel I know 
what it means to enjoy the 
simplicity of life and freedom. I 
read the DE every day at lunch 
and I feel it is time for an ob-
se~e~~~~e~~n\he editorial 
page is becoming a batt'.: 
ground for fundamentalist 
Christians and homosexuals. 
Though they are not the only 
battle that has or is being 
fought, it does seem that their 
issues are prevailing. It would 
be very redundant to say we 
should all try to live together in 
peace and harmony or that love 
makes the world go 'round. It 
would also be naive of me to ask 
the fundamentalist Christian 
why he lashes out at his fellow 
man if he has the love of God in 
his heart; or why a homosexual 
lashes out towards a person who 
is close-minded in this area, 
when the gay community is 
trying to be accepted in the 
American society. I am sure 
they are not doing this just to 
get a pat on the back from their 
peers or by fulfilling their egos. 
No, I am sure they believe in 
their cause more than this. So I 
will steer around these 
questions. 
I would like to commend you 
guys on your beliefs and your 
trust in your fellow Americans. 
You realized that the average 
observer is too open-minded 
and intelligent to form a 
negative opinion about every 
fundamentalist Christian or 
every homosexual they come in 
contact with just because you 
stand up for your beliefs in the 
editorial page of the DE. Why, if 
they did something like that, 
why, that's un-American! So 
kee~ the ba.ttle roar~!Ig !'!uys, 
you re makmg OfCgress! (A 
man once said, "Respect 
yourself, then you can respect 
others.") - Joseph Snyder, 
Junior. Accounting. 
University Studies 
gets big 'th,.nk you' 
As the "Woody Hall shuffle" 
gets geared up for another 
semester, I'd like to take a 
moment to illuminate a calm 
area in Woody Hall - the 
University Studies Office. 
Those of us who are majoring 
in University Studies - a 
program celebr .. ting its lOth 
birthday - fmd registration a 
painless experience. As a soon-
to-be graduating senior I'd like 
~iJ publicly say a big thank you 
to Dr. Kilker, and her staff, for 
making Woody Hall a "h\)me 
away from home." - Joyce 
Fligor, Senior. University 
Stutlies. 
An attention-getter? 
Here at First Presbyterian 
Church we've been wondering 
how we could publicize our new 
series of noon Sunday informal 
worship services. I just had an 
idea. I'm going to suggest that 
our pastor, Duane unchester, 
hold one at the north end of the 
Student Center and then I'll call 
up and complain. - Carolyn 
Hooker, Administrative 
Assistant, First Presbyterian 
Church. 
A CinemaScope saga of ads ... and anger 
IT'S AMAZING what some 
people can get riled up about. 
It's one thing to be a bit 
miffed if one sleeps in th~ 
. ra'alroad yards at night and eats 
shoe leather but still can't get a 
Pel! Grant for college. 
Or one might even reveal a 
touch of outrailc at breakfast 
time upon discovering that 
one's younger sibling poured 
the last of the Cheerios into the 
trash to get the free Space Food 
Stick buried at the bottom of the 
hox. 
Jay 
Small 
Editorial Page Editor But it's another thing entirely 
to send out a press release full 
of veiled contempt for press release, "What Harm Can 
subliminal tobacco and aJcohn1 A Little Free Promotion Do," is 
product promotions in movies. a sarcastic script of sorts 
You know what I'm talking depicting four marketing ex-
about: those times when John perts in a boardroom plotting to 
Q. Superstar picks up a Miller put the names of their alcohol 
beer or a Camel Cigarette in a and tobacco products on 
scene from his la~est big-screen everything but television and 
feature epic. A lot of people radio, where these products are 
don't realize that beer com- a sin by law. 
panies and tobacconists ex- WWM's fear, I suppose, is 
traordinaire often pay through that children who see movies 
the nose so that we can see their with Hollywood's finest ~~rs 
bottles and packs in using subtle advertlsmg 
'.J CinemaScope. messages as props will be in-
fluenced to run out to the lobby 
II: AND A GROUP from East and buy cigarettes - or worse, 
" Lansing, Mich., that calls itself across the street to the pool hall 
World Wide Media is apparently ior ~ beer. I won't question the 
all riled up about it. WWM's validity of this argument, 
~ p~,e 4~ Daily EgyptiaD, October 14, 1983--
though I ;vili say this: when I 
was a child, Woody Allen, Don 
Knotts or Pat Boone could've 
drunk all the Diet Pepsi they 
wanted to on screen - but 
they'd never get me to like it 
any better. 
~':.tE al~:~n~ule~c~~t e~~~ 
pJary still from "Superman" in 
which Margot Kidder has a 
pack of Marlboros sitting on her 
table - ever so subtly - and an 
exemplary ad from a firm 
which specializes in getting 
products into these "bit parts" 
of sorts in movies. 
ThE" ad interests me -
because if these promotions are 
so successful, I know an outfit 
right under our noses that has a 
product to sell, but a poor 
reputation for delivering it and 
for the type of customers it 
serves. 
The product? Higher 
education for the masses. The 
customers? A potpourri of 
partiers, city slickers and 
country folks, most of whom 
gave serious thought to taking 
their business elsewhere first. 
The outfit? By now, you must 
know. 
U's SIU-C. 
CONSIDER THIS: The 
University spends thousands 
and thousands of dollars each 
year on traditional higher 
education promotions -
athletics, alumni events, 
recruitment drives, etc. Now 
here's a chance to bypass all 
that for a promotIonal scheme 
that apparently works, or is at 
least successful enough to get 
some watchdog group in East 
Lansing, Mich., all riled up. 
The possibilities are endless. 
Put crusty John Houseman or 
elegant Sir John Gielgud in an 
SIU-C sweatshirt and watch the 
enrollment from the ritzy ranks 
swell. Have sophisticated 
Lauren Bacall or Katharine 
Hepburn drink from an SIU-C 
coffee mug and brace your-
selves for long lines of people at 
Admissions and Records - all, 
of course, wanting to get into 
the honors program. 
W.\NT TO BEEF up athletics 
without beefing up the bill? Put 
O.J. Simpson in an SIU-C 
running suit on the big screen 
.Ind you can save your 
scholarship dollars - the AlI-
Americans will be busting down 
the door. 
One little thin~ bothers me 
about all this, though. I tried to 
call the agency listed in the 
press release that specializes in 
subtle movie promotions, just to 
see what SIU-C would have to do 
to get its name on the silver 
screen. 
The ad said they had an office 
in New York and one in Los 
Angeles. Well, they don't have a 
phone listing in New York 
anymore, and the one in L.A. is 
not in service. 
This means one of three 
things: either the outfit folded, 
m.oved or is so busy that it 
disconnected its phone to avoid 
any new business. At any rate. 
veiled movie promotions are 
suddenly a bit harder to get. 
Now those East Lansing folks 
will have to stop piping up about 
~em, at least until they can find 
:he company they're so mad at. 
THE UNIVERSITY, 
meanwhile, may have to wait to 
take its giant leap into movi~ 
promotions. But not to worry ~ 
we can still put our best pe.Jple 
on deviSing a slogan for all 
those sweatshirts and mugs. 
How about this: "SIU-C ... or 
whatever!" 
Students suffer 
alcohol results, 
study shows 
By John Racine 
Staff Writer 
Behl'een the ages of 18 and 25, 
most people consume more 
alcohol than during any other 
period of their lives. 
One of every five SIU-C 
students experiences some sort 
of academic problem related to 
the use of alcohol every month. 
One of every three students at 
SIU-C reported having an 
average of 14 or mor ... drinks a 
week. or about two six-packs of 
beer. 
Of that number. 50 percent 
report academic problems 
because of alcohol. 
Most students are weekend 
drinkers. Also, most students 
report a positive attitude 
toward moderate drinking and 
a negative attitude toward 
heavy or excessive con-
sumption. 
THESE statistics are all part 
of a 154-page, three-year 
evaluation for the Alcohol 
Education Project of the 
WeHness Center concerning 
alcohol use and attitudes at SIU-
C. 
One of the chief engineers of 
that study - which covered the 
years of 1978, 1979 and 1980 - is 
Jack McKillip. 
McKillip, an associate 
professor of psychology, said 
the report is still a valid 
representation of alcohol use 
and attitudes at SIU-C. 
McKillip, who also acts as an 
evaluation consultant fnr the 
AEP, said his largest concern 
about drinking at SIU-C has 
been its effect on the in-
tellectual atmosphere. 
"I DON'T see the University 
as having to play the role of a 
babysitter for students," he 
sai!l. "As an educator I am 
concerned with the intellectual 
atmosphere and with students 
suffenng academically because 
of alcohol." 
He said the effect of alcohol 
on academics cannot be com-
pared to the effect that other 
"recreational drugs" have on 
studies. 
Pat Eckert, AEP coordinator, 
said national surveys indicate 
that 70 to 95 percent of all 
college and university students 
use alcohol. Locally, 'ir7 percent 
of enrolled students use what 
has been called "the No. 2 
recreational drug in America." 
McKillip attributes the high 
percentage of drinkers at SIU-C 
to the advertising of alcohol 
products on campus. 
"WE PROMOTE the products 
here and it has a bad effect," he 
said. "I don't recall seeing a 
commitment to promoting 
drinking up on thc wall of 
Morris Library where it sUites 
our educational goalS and 
purposes. 
"We let alcohol distributors 
promote their products by 
advertising on the back of our 
football schedules and on T-
shirts and banners for the .n-
tramurals," he sai~. "I'm 
pretty sure that someone like 
Anheuser-Busch dc.esn't 
promote Saluki foothall because 
they like Coach Rey Dempsey." 
The practice of letting alcohol 
distributors promote their 
products could chailge, he said. 
MCKillip said that at SIU-C, 
students, faculty and staff 
members are consider in" 
moves that would take the 
decision of letting distillers and 
distributors advertise on 
University products out of the 
hands of alhletics people and 
put them into the hands of 
educators. 
"THE PROBLEM so far has 
been that those who are in-
volved with making the decision 
are in athletics and not 
academics," he said. "At a 
university it should be reversed. 
"It's a wuversal phenomenon 
that we seem . to want to 
promote these products," he 
said. "I would feel the same 
way if I were in the armed 
forces and they were giving out 
beer signs." 
"We need more posters and 
news advertisements that say 
it's all right to turn down a 
drink," he said. "There is no 
doubt in my mind that all the 
ads that we see, especially those 
associated with athletics, in-
crease the incidence of using 
alcol-sol. Anyone who tends to 
disagree is hopelessly naive." 
McKILLlP said that much of 
what was said in the report 
three years ago still holds true. 
"I have no reason to believe 
that the situation has changed 
that much." he said. 
The largest shift in a con-
centration of the statistics can 
be found in the places people go 
to drink now, he said. "We have 
found that more people go to 
parties to drink now than they 
Jid befol'P. ... 
Another figure from the 
survey that most likely has 
changed is the percentage of 
heavy drinkers. McKillip at-
tributes that shift to an increase 
of the drinking age. 
The drinking age was 
returned to 21 in 1980 after a six-
year experiment during which 
the age was 19. 
"WHEN WE started the study 
in 1978, a majority of our par-
ticipants were of legal drinking 
age. Then the law changed all 01 
that," he said. 
The three-year survey shows 
that 70.3 percent of the alcohol 
consumed was beer, 8 percent 
was wine and 21.9 percent was 
liquor. In comparison, 1978 
figures indicate that 41.1 per-
cent of alcohol consumed was 
beer, 10.7 percent was wine and 
48.2 percent was liquor. 
One survey shows that 
"fraternity members drink 
more than (lther undergraduate 
males but this difference cannot 
be attributed to membership in 
a Greek organization. Sorority 
members drink less than other 
undergraduate women," 
McKillip said. 
FRATERNITIES account for 
a large percentage of drinkers 
because the largest con-
centration of drinkers is in the 
18- to 19-year-old bracket and 
the biggest portion of Greek 
organizations membership is 
from that age group, he said. 
"They also have a reputation 
of having a non-intellectual 
atmosphere and this in part 
accounts for an increased use of 
alcohol," he said. 
One survey of residents of the 
Triad housing units on East 
Campus, which used a phone-
call technique, proved that 
students at SIU-C were 
responsible with 8!whol. A call 
was made by a pt'rson who said 
he had had a six-pack of beer, 
was on Interstate 57 near 
Marion and wanted Tom - a 
friend he was calling - to come 
and get him. 
THE exr.erimenter, or caller, 
would ask for Tom Wilson and 
ask if the imaginary person 
would come and get him. 
The expected reply was, 
"There is no one here by that 
name." 
The caller would apologize 
and then ask that the person not 
hang up on them. After that he 
would ask the subject whether 
he would come and pick him up, 
or if he or she thought it best for 
the caller to drive into Car-
bondale. 
The survey also shows a 
direct correlation between 
higher grade point averages 
and lower drinking levels. Also, 
evidence shows tbat more 
freshmen drink excessively 
than do graduate students. 
This, according to McKillip, 
~ould be based on two things. 
"I THINK a big reason for a 
:lecline in drinking as people get 
older is maturation. Another 
reason could be that those who 
persist in their drinking and 
who have poor academic per-
formances eventually nUI:.t 
out," he said. 
People oppose drunk driving, then do it 
By John Racme 
Staff Writer 
Numbers tell the story: 
Drunk drivers cost Americans 
$24 billion annually. These 
drivers cause an estimated half 
of all auto accidents each jear 
- accidents that in 1982 claimed 
26,000 lives nationwide and 1,652 
in Illinois. 
Even as the costs - both 
monetary and human - con-
tinue to grow, some Americans 
remain ambivalent to the 
probl~ms caused by drunk 
drivers. 
Many feel that present laws, . 
especially those in Illinois, are 
too moderate, both in language 
and in effect. 
Rick Weaver, a legislative 
aide for Mothers Against Drunk 
Drivers. a California-based 
action group, is one of the many 
who believe the laws should be 
toughened. 
"I WOULD have to say that 
Illinois has some of the tougher 
laws around," Weaver said. 
"The laws are, at best, average. 
Only a few states have what we 
consider tough laws." 
Sgt. Roger Draves, a 28-year 
veteran of the Illinois State 
Police, agrees - but does not 
concur with the approach of 
groups like MADD to 
toughening up laws to keep 
drunk drivers off the roads. 
"I can see more enforcement 
of the laws that we already have 
but I cannot see putting a first 
offender in jail for a lengthy 
period of time," he said. 
Under present law, if con-
victed of driving under the 
influence of alcohol, a person 
faces a jail sentence of 30 days 
lr more and suspension of a 
:lrivers license for a period of 
;ix months to year - alld even 
longer if the driver is a m~tiple 
lffender. 
THE BEST tool that 
authorities have against drunk 
drivers is education. 
"You can't teach an old dog 
new tricks," said David 
Schusteff, coordinator of the 
Niles North High School chapter 
of StJtdents Against Driving 
Drunk. 
"We can see where the 
program is working," he said. 
"Since our program started last 
year, we have heard of students 
who go to parties and designate 
a person who is a 'tea totaler' to 
hold the keys. Some even call a 
cab to go home and, in one case, 
even call their mother to come 
and pick them up." 
"There is always going to be a 
drinking and driving problem 
as long as there is someone 
selling alcohol," Draves said. 
"I can see a day when the 
problem will be greatly 
reduced." 
DRAVES said . he believes 
that society should begin 
educating children in the first 
and second grades as a step to 
deter them from mixing alcohol 
and driving. 
"Society t.1S become more 
aware of the problems caused 
by alcohol and that has helped," 
Weaver said. "The more people 
that know about what we are. 
doing, the better." 
MADD has 210 chapters in 40 
~tates, excluding Illinois. 
One way to dissolve some of 
the problems caused by 
tlrunken drivers would be to 
hire the drinking age, Weaver 
and Drr.~es agreed. Recently 
the Presidential Commission on 
Drunk Driving recommended to 
President Reagan that the 
drinking age be raised to the 
age of 21 across the country. 
For six lears prior to 1980, 
Illinois ha an "experimental~' 
drinking age of 19 for beer and 
wine. During that time no 
noticeable difference was 
detected in the number of ac-
cidents involving drunken. 
drive~. 
"Now they only have to walk 
II few blocks from campus to 
drink and they do not have to 
think about driving home 
later," he saia. . 
Something else that has aided 
the battle against drunk driving 
has been the implementation of 
programs such as RAID, or 
Remove Alcohol Impaired 
Drivers. That plogram was 
started in November, 1982, and 
was recently renewed with a 
federal grant for another year. 
THE PROGRAM will operate 
on alternating months, 
A MOVE that lessened the beginnillg in October. 
prqblems associated with Programs of this sort utilize 
alcohol and driving in Car- off~utv officers to watch for 
bondale and particularly on the drunk drivers, Draves said. 
SIU-C ca:npus was a shift of When an officer is on patrol 
many drinlting establishments and looking for drunk drivers, 
from locations north and west of he or she looks for several 
the city to the Towne Central obvious signs, he said. "They 
area. are not really that hard to spot. 
"In one sense the Strip was a The No. 1 thing that we look for 
godsend," he said. "When is erratic driving and the second 
students had to c.irive out to a thing would have to be cars 
tavern or bar to drink they were without headlights," he said. 
faced with the dilemma of Despite moves to eliminate' 
driving home later when they the problems, the cause per-
were under the inIluence. sists. 
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Liquor producers promoting 
idea of using alcolwl moderately 
By Joha RaciDe 
Staff Wriwr 
U's similar to the warning on 
a pack of cigarettes, but this 
label is now on many of the 
country's most popular bottles 
of li,!uor. 
For one distiller the mes..qge 
is simply. "Enjoy it in 
moderation." 
That simple slogan can be 
found on the back label of any 
bottle of Bacardi Imports Inc. 
products - makers of the 
America's largest selling brand 
of rum. 
Liquor producers such as 
Seagram Distillers, an 
acknowledged industry leader 
in promoting moderation, 
suggests moderate con-
sumption in its year-round 
advertising. 
A Bacardi spokesman, like 
other distillery representatives, 
denies that its moderation 
slogan was designed to head off 
attempts to require a much 
more negative warning label, as 
in pending congressional 
legislation. 
Earlier this year, Rep. 
George Brown, R-California, 
introduced legislation to 
prohibit a business tax 
deduction for any liquor ad-
vertising. At the same time he 
reintroduced legislation that 
would require the following 
warning: "Warning: Using this 
product too fast may cause 
sickness or death, may impair 
driving ability, may create 
dependence or additction and 
during pregnancy may harm 
, I 
*VIDEO 
TONIGHT 
7&9pm 51.00 
Ride the Elevator to thl' 
Fourth Floor Video Loun .. 
~ 
8IU Arena 
the unborn." 
Gideon Rabin, a spokesman 
for ~gram Distillers Inc., 
said, moderation has been part 
of his company's advertising 
f:"rc:rbrrti!:ce ~~ re~~2~ 
Traditionally, Seagram's has 
concentrated its warning in 
advertising during holiday 
seasons such as Christmas, 
New Year's Eve and In-
dependence Day but more 
recently has added a warning to 
several Clf its major ad-
vertisements. 
"We've always been con-
cerned about misuse" RabIn 
said, "but nO\117 I thi'nk so is 
society in general, especially in 
the area of drunk driving. ,,' 
Duncan c.':lmeron, a 
spokesman for the industry's 
trade association. Distilled 
See LABELS. Page 7 
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WHEN THE MOON TURNS RED. 
THE DEAD SHALL RISE. 
Fri (5:15@1.75), 7:30, 9:45 
Sat (2:00, 5:15@1.75), 7:30. 9:45 
Sun (1 :45. 4:oo@1.75), 6:00. 8:()(, 
400 years of training 
in the art 
of sudden death ... 
unleasheci on 20th 
century America. 
Fri (5:15@1.75), 7:15,9:30 
Sat (1:45, 5:15@1.75), 7:15. 9:30 
Sun (1 :45, 4:oo@1.75), 6:15. 8:15 
i~ JAMES BOND in 
Fri (6:oo@1.75), 9:15" 
Sat (1:30, 4:15@1.75) 7:00,9:45 
Sun (1 :30, 4:30@1.75).7:15 
~ MR·J\1°M (;~;~ 
a'i is,OO@US). 7,00. 9,15 ~ 
Sat (1 :45, 5:00@1.75), 7:00, 9:15 ~ 
Sun (1:~. 3:45@1.75). 6:00. 8:15 
LABELS from Page 6 
Spirits Council of the United 
States, says that the move to 
add a warning label can be 
recognized as a move to show 
that distillers are readv to 
shoulder some of the respon-
sibility for the dangers of their 
products. 
"I think what is essentially is 
happening is that we realize 
that as an industry, we can only 
be as healthy as our 
customers," he said. 
In the past the Distilled 
Spirits Council has undertaken 
the task of spreading the 
message of moderation. Now 
the trend calls for a individual 
distillers to sp~ead the message 
against overmdulgence. 
"I think there is a growing 
concern about alcohol misuse, 
as well as a need for un-
derstanding where it fits in 
society," said Sherman Hot-
chkiss, a marketing executive 
for Schenley Industries, which 
owns George Dickel, a Ten-
nessee distillery famous for its 
86-proof sour mash whisky. 
Hotchkiss said it is his 
company's goal to become 
associater. with healthy ap-
proaches toward alcoho' and i~ 
use as a tool for relaxation. "We 
can nope that our product will 
~ .. E1 R" ,.,11, ... 
:-"e --'SC:A;;I ~ \1lJ vA.snYle.e.1 
..................... 
P!LU~ 
Enter a 
new dimension. 
'}WruGr®NE 
o THEMOVIE~ 
•• 17:11tt11 
IAT&IUN 
t:.7:11~ 
WOODY ALLEN· MIA FARROW 
o~~ Zelig 
SHOWS DAIL ~ 1111 '111 1111 7*15 ttl' 
When nothing else will dOD DEADLY .... 
Ef'!!(~ (!lj 
SHOWI DAIL., 1:11 •• I. ,,1' fl. 
he viewed in a positive way," he 
said. 
It is diificuIt to guage how 
much energy distillers can 
invest in promoting moderation 
of their product. For one thing, 
industry figures indicate a 
gradual shift in drinking tastes. 
Wine consumption has been 
increasing, while the con-
sumption of distilled spirits has 
peen slowing. 
In 1980, for eXllmple, wine 
shipments for the first time 
climbed past distilled spirits 
Shipments, which in 1982 
declined 4.5 percent. ' 
"011..--, __ --.. __ ,",--", __ 
-. ....... , ___ ·,_alfn.. ............... .- ..... 
- .. ---m_ ....... H. .. !!!!!!r .. ,-... Not,,,,,,,, 
... of CortaoncIDM .. fI'IO'lo- FIEO" ... a plow ..... Norge ......... and cool 
....... '-'-0 ...... _ ._ jodo ... (In _ -.It, .... -' ....... 01 
SoutMm Iftl,.... wIto hI:rw. 10 wort. for .. living) .. far theI, ..,'-taI~. Get 
.1t .... ~dU"ol.cuIture.ptroRllD' •. 
Fri. Jackie Martin 
Sat. Steve Newberry 
""TERY FUNNY STUFF,"GENESHALIT v • THE TODAY SHOW (NBC) 
ONlY TWO THINGS CAN 
SCREW UP THEIR RELATIONSHIP 
•. ~ . . 
HE'S ONE. 
SHE'S TIlE OTHER. 
MAIlY STEENBUIIIGEN 
B.@J[tl.tja 
COJlBDl'-1 
~~ 
WlIKDAYI I:M 7:1' t:l' IAT & SUN 2:. 1:11 7:1' tal' 
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Joe Jackson, XTC showcase 
innovative w'lrk on new LPs 
By Mike Nelson 
WIDB Deejay 
JOE JACKSON 
Murder Soondtrack" 
"M~ ••• bA~~~I~ critically acclaimed "English Settlement" LP, which was produced by Hugh Padgham. That album was XTC's last domestic relea~e. 
Great soundtrack, too bad 
about the movie. 
"Mike's Murder," a 
screenplay written and 
produced by James Bridges, is 
notable for only one thing: new 
mu"ic from Joe Jackson. The 
film was scheduled to open last 
summer but received ex-
tremely poor reviews ill early 
screenings. The film's 
producer, Ladd Co., is still 
looking for a distributor. 
Joe Jackson and A&M 
Records are not ones to wait 
around while movie companies 
~~~~~ t~ei:ele:~:flli~ sJ:n1-
track anyway, film or no film. 
It turned out to be a wise 
move on Jackson's part, for 
"Mike's Murder" is his 
strongest material to date. 
Although reminiscent of last 
year's "Night and Day," the 
five new tunes on "Mike's 
Murder" are more stripped 
down and hit harder than some 
of the former record's George 
Shearing mi!ets Frank Sinatra 
ballads. 
Jackson still maintains his 
fascination with New York 
CHy, (yes, he recorded this 
ClIburn in the Big Apple 1.00) but 
on a much subtler level. The LP 
opener, "Cosmopolitan," is up-
tempo and best of all, un-
pretentious; it's arguably the 
record's finest track. "1-2-3-Go" 
will probably be a hit single, 
although its lively piano riffs 
bears more than a passing nod 
to "Steppin' Out," <'Wght and 
Day's" big~est hit. 
"MemphIS" rocks harder 
than any Jackson tunf> c:i!!ce 
1980's underrated "Beat 
Crazy.~' There's even a trace of 
seething anger in Jackson's 
voice, an anger he ..eemingly 
abandoned on recent albums in 
favor of a nightclub-cruoner 
approach. 
Side two ~s film soundtrack 
music <what mm, you say?) 
arranged and performed by 
Jackson and his band, which 
includes longtime associate 
Graham Maby on bass. Jackson 
is a virtuoso keyboardist, and 
the soundtrack pieces, 
especially "Zemio" showcase 
his talents. 
"Mike's Murder" is a 
generaUy excellent soundtrack 
that will surely be a successful 
Joe Jackson record, regardless 
of whether the film ever opens. 
Featured at a record store near 
you. 
XTC - "Mummer" (Import) 
It's been over a year and a 
1a1l since Birmingham, 
.'!:ngland's XTC released the 
In the meantime, the band 
released an excellent an· 
thology, "Waxworks and. 
Bee!'wax," and an indifferent 
EP, "Great Fire." The an-
thology sold' well, even as an 
import in this country, but 
"Great Fire" bombed in 
England, lea vir.,;: the band and 
its label, Virgin Records. no 
distributor for its product in the 
United States. 
This brings us to the current 
state of XTC. New album, no 
American label - Epic had 
been their previous distributor. 
It's a shame, because the new 
Xl'C record, "Mummer," is 
devastating. It's every bit as 
good as "English Settlement" 
and better in one significant 
area: songwriting. 
The LP was produced by 
Steve Nye, although Bob 
Sargeant of Haircut One 
Hundred fame produced one 
cut, "Great Fire." 
Excepting "Great Fire," 
most of "Mummer's" tunes 
employ an acoustic approach, a 
defmite stylistic departure from 
past recordings like "Black 
Sea" and "Drums and Wires." 
Out of XTC's newfound acoustic 
genre emerges some of the 
band's finest compositions to 
date, most notably "Won-
derland" and "Love On A 
Farmboy's Wages," the current 
U.K. single. Chief protagonists 
Andy Partridge and Colin 
Moulding have never sounded 
better. Their quirky vocals and 
bizzare arrangements show 
XTC to be at its eccentric bt-st. 
You might have to shell out a 
more couple bucks for the 
import, but it's money well 
spent. "Mummer's" the word. 
Auditions for play to begin Monday 
A~ldtions for the Stage 
~::='~mf:::!~~~~~m:: 
and Smoke" will be held at 7 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday at the theater, 101 N. 
Washington. 
There are roles for eight men, 
six women and two children. 
The adult roles call for persons 
ranging in age from late teens 
to middle age. 
Children, ages 8 to 10, will be 
auditioned at 10 8.m. Oct. 22. 
Children win be asked to ten a 
little story about themselvf>!I;. 
The narrative can be a'OOpl_ II 
pet, II laVtliite kcu .. t, d .. iii. a 
family member. or any ex-
AN IFRJRDIIlE 
lOGSPUTTa 
THATWUIIS& 
WUIIS& 
WIllIS... 
n ... ~ Didier 2!J. Designed 
and pnced for Ihf;r !Ner:ZQ8 __ 00..13,500 
Ibs. of constan' hydraulic 
loree, you 11 cuI Ihrough the 
~g~BfTo,~~lf~~ 
lui lor years. Come in Ioday 
and find out why more IIIlOIlIB 
choose Did'Bf over any other 
hydraulic sp4,1Ief ::-.a;la, 
1IIew~"'.'" ~~ 
U.S. South 51 Carbondale 
529·5700 
DIDIER 
MRl. iIIiIII_ 
... ,."..,..~"""""'" .. ..-.-
perience that moved them tt; jny the story should not be 
or sadness. rehearsed." 
Director Roy Weshinskey 
said. "I am looking for Persons to work on technical 
naturalness and spontaneity, so crews are also needed. 
Trustee named in NCAA. award finals 
William Norw::-od of the :varsity athletes for professional 
Board of Trustees i& a finalist achievements. Nine finalists 
for the National Collegiate have been selected. Five of the 
Athletic Association's Silver finalists will receive the 1984 
Anniversary Award. awards at the NCAA's con-
The award honors fonner vention on Jan. 9, 1984. 
.IPC Films Presents 
. MATINEE 
TODAY 
3pm$1.00 
TONIGHT & 
SATURDAY 
7&9pm 
$1.50 
SUNDAY 
Alain Resnaii/ 
~'i'" 'l. ~ -- ,., I 7 &.9:15pm $1.50 
It'. lUI. a wacch that laulha-brin, it to your ear and 
)IGii can hear the humor tfc:Jd"l. 
-ChlcalO .sun-Ttm_ 
Student Center Auditorium 
Pick up yOW' rcVltcd FiI_ poeter today! 
f«J t.. The Club---.4f.;...,;;,o7-n .... Jr--fJ 
Erkkl'tl t .6 Saturday;, 
D. .... J,m" 
BI",,' .ll & FFe 
M .... 95. St. P .. o GIrI95f 
..... MiIIn lsf '..,1 
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ~ , , , , , , , , , , 
/- . 
~arafter, )'Tear, semester after semester, 
the college Par. {rom Fidelity Union Life 
htu been the most a""epted. mOllt popular life insurance 
provam on campuses all over America, 
Find out why. 
Contact: Glb Gerlach 
, 300E.Main 
Suite '" Carbondale 
457·3581 
S! Union~fe 
Jugglers 
Musicians 
Jesters 
ENTERTAINERS 
We are looking for jugglers, 
musicians & jesters for the 
Madrigal Dinner Dec. 7th. 1 
Those interested in an audilti.c~n~~ 
should call 536-3351 
Sharon) before 
2 7th. Aud~tions are Friday, Oct. 
289am.12pm. 
!**********************************. it IIJe VanIty Spart 0I1be JIbJd i 
~ : • • :. n: : 
• • 
• • '. . • ",\\ /! : 
: "" • .at '11 • · ,~ . . 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
· : : . 
• • 
: •• com'" to IIU ..... nn.n. Nov. 2 : 
• • :*Applications are available at the SPC Office or Student De- : 
• velopment Office on the third floor of tJ. .• Student Center or • 
• at University Honors. : '~-AII form& must be returned to the SPC Office with a $10 team It 
: entry f_. Due October 31. It 
It *Teams conlist of .. members, witk an optional alternate. : 
:'-Any f~lI-time SIU undergraduate (12 hours) or graduate : 
: (6 hours) II eligible. Only 2 graduate students per team. : 
• ~you may only compete on one team. • It - • 
• *First place team receives $125 per person. SecOnd place team • 
: receives $100 per person. :. 
:*Sponsored by: Honors Program. SPC Center Programming and :: 
.. the Stud.nt Center, J. 
• • 
.• ********************************** I· 
'Never' is merely 20 years of reruns 
By He-Dert A. Howard 
Student Writer 
Twenty years ago Sean 
Connery fascinated audiences 
both young and r.ld with his 
portrayal of Ian Flemmings' 
suave, dynamic and 
womanizing secret agent 007, 
James Bond. 
The first film, releasM in 
1963, was titlPd "Dr. No" and 
involved an evil scientist bent 
on destroying the world, only to 
have his plans foiled by 007. 
Five films later and the plot 
still remained the same, with 
Bond saving the world so many 
times that he fell in a close 
second behind John Wayne. 
Tired of playing the role, 
Connery gave way to British 
actor Roger Moore, after the 
release of "Diamonds Are 
Forever" in 1971. 
But before Moore, two other 
British actors were 007 for a 
movie each: David Niven in the 
'Si release, "Casino Royale" 
and Ge.;rge Lazenby in "On her 
Majesty's Secret Service" in 
'69. So the really big hype of the 
new Bond movie, "Never Say 
Never Again" is the return of 
Sean Connery. 
The first thing I noticed about 
this film was that it was not 
produced by Albert R. Broccoli 
GMovie . ....- ... __ • 
GRevlew 
and Harry Salzman, who put out 
the majority of Bond films. This 
film is produced by Kevin 
McClory, who also produced my 
personal favorite, "Thun-
derball." The film was based on 
a story by McClory, Jack 
Whittingham and Ian Flem-
ming - and so is "Never Say 
Never Again." 
First, let me say a word or 
two about the plot of "Thun-
derball. " It is the story of one of 
SPECTRE's (Special Executor 
for Cl)unterintelligence, 
Terrorism, Revenge and Ex-
tortion) top agents, Largo, who 
uses his mistress to get access 
to her brother; a military of-
ficer, so that he may steal two 
atomic devices and use them to 
extort money from the world by 
means of nuclear threat. 
In "Never Say Never Again," 
a SPECTRE agent by the name 
of Largo (Klaus Maris Bran-
dauer) uses his mistress to get 
access to her brother, a military 
officer, so that he may steal two 
atomic missiles and use them to 
extort money from the world by 
means of nuclear threat. 
At this point I must say, I love 
Collegiate Talent Showcase 
seeking entertainer entries 
From rock to classical: rhyth-
m and blues to Gospel, country 
to comedy, drama to danc·;:! and 
variety, the American 
Collegiat~ Talent Showcase 
offers opportunities to talented 
college students if! every area of 
the performing arts. 
This year marks the third 
year of the American Collegiate 
Talent Showcase at New Mexico 
State University. Entries are 
being accep ed through Feb. 24. 
Participating students 
become ebgible for cash and 
scholarship prizes, live per-
formances, television ap-
pearances, showcases, over-
seas tours and auditions. 
Among the auditioning 
companies are: The American 
Theatre Company, The En-
tertainment Connection, The 
Gospel Music Association, 
Her&hey Park, Las Creces 
Symphony, The Oakland Ballet 
Company, Plays in Progress 
(directed by Tony Award 
winning playwright, Mark 
Medoff>, the Santa Fe Opera 
and Warner Broth'i!r Records. 
ACTS judges repre5e"lt the 
industry's m9St noted talent 
agencies, management com-
panies, record companies, 
trade magazines, publishing 
companies, public relations 
firms and entertainment 
o~~:~~~fi~~J:' will be 
held April 7. Campus 
organizations and faculty and 
staff members also have the 
opportunity to obtain 
scholarship money for their 
departments by becoming in-
volved. 
Persons desiring more in-
formation may contact: ACTS, 
Bo][ 3ACT, New Mexico State 
University, Las Cruce!l, N.M. 
88003. 
an original script. And perhaps 
the next time Connery plays 
Bond they'll find one. Since he 
hasn't played the role in 12 
years, he decided to remind 
everyone of thnt point by 
dragging through the role the 
way I get out of bed with a hang-
over. But who could blame him? 
I mean, let's face it, all he really 
had to do was show up for work. 
His name is what carries the 
film. And speaking of showing 
up for work, Max Von Sydow's 
portrayal of Ernst Stavro 
Blofeld, the man who always 
stroked the white cat, but whose 
face you never saw. Wl'S so 
pathetic it didn't deserve to be 
shown. 
But no Bond movie reivew 
would be complete without 
mentioning the ladies in the 
film. Actress Barbara Carrera, 
and I use that term lightly, is 
living proof that beauty has 
nothing to do with talent. But I 
must admit she looked good in 
some costumes that look as if 
they were designed by a kin-
dergarten finger-painting class. 
One of the highlights of the 
film, beSides the previews of the 
next "JAWS" movie in which 
007 outwits a school of radio The rest of the film you've 
controlled sharks, is a video already s~n - if you caught 
contest between Bond and "Thunderball" on television a 
Largo in which they play to _couple of week.'l ago. -
destroy the world for money. 
Director Irvin Kershner 
probably had some footage left 
over from his last film, "Em-
pire Strikes Back" and it was 
thrown in to help sell more 
video games this Christmas. 
As a film reviewer and not a I 
critic, I refuse to say whether 
the film is good or bad, as that is 
entirely a matter of personal ,. 
taste. But I will say that I'll f 
nev17r "see "~ever Say Never 
Agam ... agam .. 
THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH 
OF CARBONDALE INVITES YOU TO A 
,~'/t 
,.\.l ~ ~. ~ ~,,\"AL 0 
~~ 
.~~ 
r ~7J~ Oct. 16th - 21st, 1983 
7:30p.m. 
at 
Murdale Baptist Church 2701 W. MI\in, C'dale 
Rt. 13 West by Carbondale Clinic. 
... 
~.~.-. 
- ~ . .. ~,.~.: *'" 
" •• lle, Ye .Iall~"_,, 
Seniors, call today to schedule yOur yearbook pol1raIt itttlilg .' 
appolntment"or next week. Phone 536-7768. . .'. 
Obelisk DVearbooIr ~·I Southern IllInols 
CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE? 
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a 
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors 
that say "Dos Equ!s." After all, those 
are foreign words. And anyone in college 
knows people who wear stuff with foreign 
words and alligators have good taste. 
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos 
Equis sportswear today. And rE:member to 
eat your peanut butter and jeliy sand-
wiches over the sink. 
Roughing it Staff Photo by SCOU Shaw 
Stndents in electronics camped out at the Technology Building 
11.Il:sday night to be sure of getting early registration cards. Dave 
_McBride, fresb~a_n, in front. ma_na~ed to get some ~eep. -
~~!~1~ 
.. / 100\ '** 
~ TJ's BRAND NEW 
~ ZAP THE~"''''~TAP t .. "rill! Happy Hour ~ F .1.71 PITCHERS 
i( 35i.DRAFTS ~ $3.00 Pitchers of Speedrails 
i( (Gin & Tonic, Rum & Coke, Etc.) 
... 6,tSpeedraiis 
i 75C Beefeater Gin 75C Jack Daniels 9_ Bottles of Heineken 
.. or Moosehead 
: 6~C Wate~rTlelQns or ~amokazi~ t 
£ 1I1NIC~ LGW r.TV =-
:FERRARI1 W()RLD~.'ERIES 
-AmON * .................. . 
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McDonald's widow is frontrunner 
ATLANTA (AP) - Opponents 
accuse Kathryn McDonald of 
exploiting her husband's death 
and hiding from debates. But 
she is still considered the front-
runner in next week's special 
election for his unexpired 
congressional term. 
Larry McDonald was among 
269 people who died when a 
Korean Airlines jumbo jet was 
shot down Sept. 1 by a Soviet 
fighter plane. His 34-year-old 
widnw, dressed in somber 
colors of mourning, told voters 
in a recent television ad: "I 
want the world to remember 
Larry McDom>.I!I and what he 
stood for. I need yom- vote to 
carry on." 
McDonald, an ultracon-
servative Democrat who was 
president of the John Birch 
Society, was serving his fifth 
term in Congress. 
is ex~cted to run "Jrongly in 
next Tuesd y's nonpartisan 
election. But the ballot is so 
crowded that no candidate is 
considered likely to win a 
majority, meaning there would 
be a runoff Nov. 8. 
Mrs. McDonald, backed by 
her husband's key supporters, Most of the other candidates 
is one of 19 candidates for the have avoided direct attucks on 
seat from Georgia's 7th Mrs. Mc!)onald. But George 
Congrl"ssional District, a Pullen, a Rome junior college 
conservative enclave stretching history professor, last month 
from Atlanta to the Tennessee charged that one of her fund-
line. - raising letters was "one of the 
most cynical uses of a tragedy 
With a well-known name and for political purposes ... in the 
ample funding, Mrs. McDonald .hi..s!.ory of this state." _ 
WEIGHT LOSS GROUP MEDITATION GROUP 
l£ARNTHE 
BASICS OF 
HEALTHY, 
PERMANENT 
WEIGHT LOSS. 
srARlSMON.OCT.17, 
7 .. 9pm, for 6 weeks. 
INCLUDES t 
P.HL .. OSOP.HY. '& BREATHING, ENERGIZING 
EXERCISES, 
GUIDED 
'ME:OIT AnON. 
STARTS TUES., OCT. 18 for 
S weeks. Previous yoga or 
meditation experience recom .. 
mended. 
CALL 536 .. 4441 TO REGISTER. 
$2.49 
l.OwENBRAu 
6pk bottle. $2.89 
Old Style 
12112 cans $4." 
Meister Brau 
24 can cas. $6.89 
Sepcial Export 
6PkbQttl .. 
$2.'2 
750ml $7.t9 
Heaven Hill 
Vodka 
750ml 
750ml 
Pinch SC.:ltc.h 
WINE 
Paul Masson 
Carafe 
Chablis or burqundy 
1L_ $2.59 
S 
Brut Champagne 
750ml $3.49 
Riunite 
Lambrusco-white 
roseato 
750ml 
Tosti 
Asti Spumante 
750ml 
1.5L 
Houn: 
$4.89 
$9.49 
9:00am-1:00am T·Th 
9:00am-2:00am Fri &. Sat 
1 :OOpm-l:ooam Sun 
sales • service. rentals 
lewis parle mall 
School board incumbents 
gain teachers' endorsement 
Japanese school 
offers free housing 
_for American prof Two incumbents seeking reelection was one reason for 
reelection to the Carbondale issuing endorsements this year. 
High School District 165 Board Lee Taylor, president of the 
of Education have won support committee, said in a press 
from a district teachers group. release that the car,didates 
They were among five board "represented an excellent blend 
candidates to be endorsed of experience and fresh ideas." 
Wednesday by the Carbondale Nine people seek election to 
High Scholll Committee on the board. The five receiving 
'poli!ical Education. - supr-ort were chosen in a vote 
Kansai Gaidai University of' 
Foreign Studies in Osaka, 
Japan is offering free housing 
and utilities to one or two 
professors who would like to 
teach in Japan for one semester 
or one year. 
See my'new designs 
at the 
"In the ForestArt Festival" 
in 
Downtown Makanda 
Sat. & Sun.-Oct. 15, 16 
Michael K. Altekruse, Gib by 62 of the district's M 
Gerlach and incumbent Arthur teachers. 
A. Black were endorsed for Emme said all the candidates 
four-year terms. Don Boehne were given an opportunity to 
and incumbent Larry Young submit a questionnaire to the 
were endorsed for two-year teachers and attend a question-
terms. and-answer period held Wed-
The subjects taught do not 
have to be related to Asia or 
Japan. Anything except natural 
science will be acceptable. The 
courses will be offered to 
students enrolled in the Asian 
Studies Program. 
AUan~tuck 
This is the first time in about 
10 years the teachers grouo has 
campaigned for any candidates, 
Emme said. He said the large 
number of seats up for 
Soccer tourney 
set for weekend 
The first round of the third 
International Soccer Tour-
nament at SIU will kick off at 
McAndrew Stadium this 
weekend. Sponsored by the 
Well ness and Recreation 
centers, the event is scheduled 
to begin at noon Saturday with a 
match between Malaysia and 
China. 
Ten teams win participate in 
the tournahlent, which will be 
divided into two competing 
'groups. The winning teams 
from each group will play for 
the championship. On Saturday 
the matches are scheduled as 
follows: 
Malaysia vs. China at 12 a.m. 
U.S.A. vs. Greece at 2 p.m. 
Venezuela vs. U.N. at 3:30 
p.m. 
Pakistan \'s. Africa at 4 p.m. 
On Sunday the matches are 
scheduled as follows: 
Malaysia vs. Palestine at 
12:30 a.m. 
Venezuela vs. Japan at 2 p.m. 
China VS. Greece at 3:30 p.m. 
U.N. VS. Africa at 4 p.m. 
The semifinals of ~he tour-
nament will take !-~ace on Nov. 
Puzzle answers 
M P P A 
A L ATTU 
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L 
11 .. 1,,, . 
Pomona General 
Come out for a drive and 
enjoy Mother Nature', fall 
color,_ We cre on the edge 
of the for.,t auwn In the 
vnlley. 
Mon-Sat.10am-6pm 
Sun. 12pm-6pm 
South of Murphysboro on 
Route 127 approximately 
10 mi. 
nesday . night,.. . 
Incumbent Board P,'~sident 
Robert Brewer, who is running 
for a four-year term, and board 
member Barbara Bennett did 
not receive endorsments. 
Interested professors should 
send a list of curriculum to be 
taught at Gaidai and the 
proposed period of stay to 
Kansai Gaidai University, 333 
Ogura, Hirakata City, Osaka, 
Japan or may call 0720-51-6751. 
529-2341 
218 S. Illinois 
(Askfor Allan) 
HOW WOULD YOU 
LIKE ·TO HAVE THESE 
GUYS HANGING AROUND 
YOUR ROOM? 
T~."";V~'" tilW 
\ ... t~ .• _ 
'" 
ACl\.&A..Wf]¢"·}7 
ORDER YOUR LITE ALL-STARS POSTER TODAYI 
r - - - - - - - - - -., - - - - - - - - - -E:OS: ,;:v:ec7or ==Of:' - - , ALL-sTA~:~~:R OFFER payable Ic "1983UleAlI-StOtS Poster" 10< 
ONLY $100 -
To order your 1983 lite All-Stars POster. please fill in the following information. 
Please mail my order to' 
NAME ____________________________ _ 
ADDRE~~(~~.~o~~~)-----------------------­
Cl1'l ___________________ STATE __ ZIP ___ . __ 
Mail this coupon wilh 0 -:heck or money order for the total amount to' 
.,u ut. AII-StaI'S PoIIIIt' 
P.O. lox 61325 
DIM AI!pOIt, TX 75261 
Fleose allOW SIx to eight weel<s tOf shipment. Offer good only In U.SA VOid 
whefe prOhibited by lOW No product purchase nece550lV Plice incluc6s postage 
and handling charges. No cash. cred,t COlds. stomps. Of COD '5 accepted 
Tolal Enclosed ,$ __ 
;::';;Plfes December 31. 1983 PC-"' Mille' BreWing Co Mllwadkee WI ..J L _________ - - - - - _ .. - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - . 
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Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy 
_Susa!! JohnSOl! leads an aerobic danc'! cla~ at the Recreation Center, one of 11 offered. 
Rec Center offers aerobics; 
exercises set to popular music 
By John Stewart 
Staff Writer 
A group of nearly BO people -
:)nost of them women - stretch, j.unp, dance and otherwise 
'Contort their bodies in an effort 
/fo feel better. The exercises are 
'tailed aerobics and it increases 
oxygen and blood flow in the 
body and improves the con-
:lition of the heart. 
The Recreation Center offers 
11 aerobic dance classes 
weekly, giving students an 
opportunity to increase their 
fitness and work off stress and 
tension, according to Sue 
Johnson, a senior in public 
relations and an aerobic dance 
instructor. 
"Aerobics are a great tension 
reliever," said Johnson, who 
leads the aerobic exercises set 
to popular music Monday and 
Wednesday nights. Johnson 
said aerobic dance develops 
flexibility, coordination, and 
cardiovasular strength. 
Aerobics can aid in \Vei~t 
reduction and in developmg 
clearer thinking by allowing 
more oxygen to reach the brain, 
she said. 
Aerobics are a great source of 
relief from other obligat!ons. 
"When I'm having a bad day 
aerobi('s pick me up," Johnson 
said. Exercise also improves 
one's attitude and motivatjrlD, 
she said. 
Johnson's exercise 1"outine 
alternates between standing 
and floor exercises, while she 
tries to work on every major 
muscle group. She usually 
starts the hour-lcng sessions 
with stretching, then works to 
sidebends, leg exercises, and all 
kinds of other aerobic-dance 
moves. 
Johnson's dancercise classes 
work out to songs from "Flash-
dance," Michael Jackson's 
"Thriller." the Eurythmics 
See AEROBICS, Page 13 
BEGINNER'S RACQUETBALL CLINIC 
• MECHANICS OF THE GAME 
{; BASIC RULES 
• FOR BEGINNERS ONLY! 
SRC GOLF ROOM AND 
RACQUnlALL COURTS 
~ 
Intramural 
Recreational 
Sports 
• 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 19 
7:30·9 P.M. 
• 
~""'''''''''''''''''''''-'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''-'''J. 
I ~~ * ~~.rC'", ! I "7 ~O ~ ~.t~C'It:~/! 
I tf.~ C'ItA ~I I I 0 '(I ! I TRIP INeLlIDES: ! 
J *' nights accommodations at the Timber ! I Run Condominiums (Jan. 8-14) , 
I • 5 day I.ft 'Icket. at Steamboat I I · Dally parties Including hot tub happy hours , I ·Skllesions at a discount I 
I I I COlt: SZ 1 "perlon In October , 
I. --,Ial SZO damage depollt ---,~- -- I 
I S 75 nqulred apon Ilgn-up I I SIGN UP. SPC OFFICE. J ~D FLOOJUTUDENT CENTE~' 5J6·UfJ iii 
.................... " ........ , ...... , ... "' .... ~"" .................. , ............ ~ 
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t-l AND .oRGAN:C FOODS. BULK GRAINS, . 
~ ~ 
~ We Care About g 
~ Quality ~ 
o k 
~ I m g ~~e~!!rgC;Woc:~ 0 ~ 
~ ~ 
W Mon·Sat 10·5:30 Phon.~9·2S41 () 
~ m 
~ ~ 
1021. Jack.on St. Carbondale 
.5ptl iUl J!<U~j tlnd 
J!<,." /,ja 'O,·nn~'f. $795 
,tilL "'Oil. e(Uf. Ca.t! 
With Slaw. Steak Fries. ald Roll 
tJ!-
he Hickory 
~~~ = «O~ R~ g .f!tuu,.r;8  
Friday Nite 
"iDa oa.CM.f: FM/OGO .. SHOW 
Temporary clerical pool started r-----~ r---., • c",., ", •• • 
By Debra Colbunl 
Starr Writer 
Departments seeking 
secretaries or clerical workers 
don't lJeed to search any longer. 
Short-Term Office Service, a 
program desigr.ed to meet 
short-term clerical needs of 
campus departments began 
Monday. 
It used to take a minimum of 
five days for offices on campus 
to hire extra cl.erical help. Now, 
under SOS, an employee can 
usually begin the next day or 
even the same day in 
emergency cases. 
Under SOS, a pool of 15 ap-
plicants is available for hire at a 
rate of $4.69 to $5.44 an hour and 
their employment ?E!riod can 
last up to four weeks. Depart-
ments are billed on the -con-
tractual service line through 
internal billings with general 
accounting. 
Joann Koehler, administrator 
of the program, said there are 
no minimum or maximum 
requirements for employees 
except a record of reliability 
with former employers. 
Departments will pay a 5 
percent surcharge to help 
recover expenses. 
SOS staff workers are a 
mixture of young and retired 
people that want only short-
term employment, Koehler 
said. She said that many of the 
people involved in the program 
have worked at the University 
before. 
The idea for SOS originated 
~ith President Albert Somit, 
she said. Harry Wirth, director 
of Service Enterprises, and 
Debbie Lindrud, director of 
Plr.cement Services, put 
together SOS. 
Several people have called to 
ask about the service, Koehler 
said, but no one has been hired 
yet. 
"The rE:::iponse 1 got seemed 
excited. People are getting 
. employees that they hadn't had 
in the past," Koehler said. 
Departments can interview 
prospective office help or SOS 
can send the person it deter-
mines is the most qualified for 
-----------I. "'6. "' ••• "" 1 
Itt.. • • r'· 1 I 99, I r.. ____ ".." ___ _ 
.'.'0/1O/8J-10/1$/8J 
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1 1 " .... p'1AIt 1 I ..,. ... 
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"Sweet Dreams," the Talkbg 
Heads, and the Archies. 
About SO percent of the 
dancers in Johnson's classes 
are \vomen. 
"Men think the class is 
:nainly dancing, like ballet, but 
aerobics are really quite dif-
ferent," she said. Aerobics 
aren't unmanly at all, she said, 
as many professional football 
players use aerobics to keep in 
shape during the off-season. She 
concedes that many of the leg 
stetching and flexibility 
exercises are difficult for .. len. 
Consistency and regularity 
are keys to getting the most 
from aerobics. Most dancers 
start to feel remarkably better 
after a month of three-times-a-
week ae.·obic sessions. 
"You don't notice being in 
shape until you run up a flight of 
stairs and you don't breath-
heavily," she said. 
Dance instructor Johnson 
said her job i~ gratifying. Her 
role is to help dancers keep 
going when they're tired, she 
said. 
"I have to keep them 
motivated. but the music 
Eg.yptia~ brIv'i In 
R! 1~8 ne.llo Wmson Co AirportS88 8116 
ADULTS $1.00 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Fri-Sat 
3 BIG SHOWS 
1. National Lampoonts 
VACATION 
2. CADDYSHACK 
3. FORCfD VENGANCE 
helps." She said that sometimes 
when the group starts into a 
difficult exercise she hears 
moans, "but 1 know they'll do 
it." 
This month dancercise 
classes are funo-raising for the-
American Heart Association. 
Sponsors will donate money to 
the AHA based on how many 
hours partiCipants dancercise 
in a given week. The "dance for 
heart" program is a locally 
implemented part of a 
nationwide fund drive to 
provide money ior heart 
research and treatment, ac-
cording t.o Brian O'Brien, AHA 
spoke8man. 
Dancercise classes are open 
to all students and start at 3 
p.m., 5 p.m., and 6 p.m. Mon-
days; 5 p.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays; 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Wednesdays; 6 p.m. Fridays; 
and 11 a.m. Saturdays. 
CinCl.-,~ati. Ohio 45246 
Name ______________ _ Age __ _ 
Address 
City ____ State _________ klZ'P ____ _ 
1st ANNUAL 
IMPORT BEER FESTIVAL 
Starts ~ Thru Sun. 
Over 58 Brands & Sizes 
ALLaN SALE 
I\~ix 6 Or More Imp'orts To Receive 
Big Discounts On Each Bottle. 
Starting At 65¢ Each 
Varieties From 
18 Countries .,00 
~J!: 
~on'l MI •• IIIIII 
EA'STGATE 
LIQUOR MART 
Wall &Walnut 
CARBONDALE 
549-5202 
ABC 
LIQUOR MART 
109 N. Washington 
~ARBONDALE 
457-2721 
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ACr,OSS 
1 Saltml~ 
6 Charts 
10 Go !))' 
14 Bang!all 
15 Agave 
16 Aluka Isle 
17 Kind of 
cllelt pain 
19 CIIeerluI 
20 Waited on 
21 Aardvarks 
23 Fable man 
25 Pipe nnlng 
26 Eye sore 
27 Mouser 
29 GoH hazard 
54 Snake 
57T_ 
59 Urge 
61 Odin's hili 
84 Wu a Iraltor 
671nler -
66 Blackmore 
glr1 
70 Swede's 
name 
71 Sooner 
72 Register: Y81. 
73 Casl 
74 Whip mark 
75Peewee-
DOWN 
31 Flounder 1 Employer 
33 Baseball stal. 2 Deserve 
34 Chinese 3 Repetition 
01 old 4 Fortitude 
36 Desk 5 Hemingway, 
40 ·· ... bump 81. ai. 
on - -" 6 - de mer 
42 EarthS 7 Seaweed 
44 Beneficial 8 Sharpen 
45 Czech patriot 9 On a sofa 
47 Uncloak 10 Book part 
49 UndiVided 11 School text 
50 HaUl 12 Commence-
5~ Shoe pan ment 
53 State: abbr. 13 Frothy 
To day 's 
puzzle 
Puzzle a·nsnJers 
are on Page 11 
1'1 Eslee .... ed 48 Appealer 
22 Throb 1>1 Tree 
24 Seine city 54 "Stop''': 
27 Complain naut. 
28 Expert 55 Gunn .. 
30 Scotch city 56 Layers 
32 Pouch 56 Chap 
35 Sore throal 60 Pit 
37 Tome source 62 Jack In Bonn 
38 ~Ingle 63 Seed cover 
39 Hea1lel1 65 Adam's 
41 Obtain grandson 
43 - Nevada 68 Remove 
48 Rail bird 69 TennIS gear 
Give Halloween back 10 the IddsI 
BUY McDONALD'S 
HALLOWEEN 
GIfT CElUlflCATES 
startinsMor.dav.OcIOber~ 
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Thompson says 
he'll approve bill 
on n&fault divorce 
LAWRENCE, Kan. <AP' -
Gov. Thompson says no-fault 
divorce legislation is "a modest 
and sensible pro~l" and he 
would apprr.e It if the bill 
clears the General Asembly this 
fall, 
Thompson made his com-
ments on legislation that would 
make divorce easier in Illinois 
at the Midwestern Governo~' 
Conference Wednesday. 
Asked if he would sign the bill 
into law if it reaches his desk. 
the governor said. "Sure." 
The measure. which passed 
the Senate in May 42-15. would 
allow couples to have a 
marriage dissolved wi~hout 
assigning blame if a Judgel 
dedded they cannot solve 
"irreconcilable differences." 
----------------~ Kutp;ti~1 
JteQdl[uCU't€ps 
The most complete stock of natural 
foods ane vitamins in Southern Illinois 
/'.,,"~ 100 \Vesl Jackson St. 
~~W.g (Between North Illinois and the railroad) 
"'.'" "'- /'.. Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 1VIon.-Sat. 
.;, /'. " Sundav 12 to 5 Phme 549·1741 
:"~~:=:~ SOFT FROZEN YOGURT 8;.~b in a cup or cone 
All the fun of ice cream-plus the good things of yogurt 
High in taste, low in fat. Natural fruit flavors I Famous Demm quality. 
119';' 5 · I This coupon and 194 entitles bearer 
I ... pee I a to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY· YO 
_ (Coupon Expires 12/20/83) 
~~----~---.-.. ---
NeW! I~i:~ timE! 
Register this week 
Workshops start October 17 
There's stili room for participation In the following 
Student Center Craftshop Workshops 
Porcelain 
Advanced Calligraphy 
Hammocks 
Basic Woodworking 
Cake Decorating 
Fibers 
Stained G·lass 
Watercolor 
463-3638 CRAFT SHOP 
.r----- -.-
Parenn, Educating Parents unit 
tries to aid handicapped needs 
WCIL-FM Welcomes You 
To the 
RAMADA INNIS By Sheila Rogers 
Staff Writer 
It can be difficult for parents 
to provide for the special needs 
of a handicapped child at home 
and at school, said Priscilla 
Presley, co-director of Parents 
Educating Parents. 
The Parents Educating 
Parents project, funded through 
the Department of Education, 
was established to assist 
parents of handicapped 
children in dealing with 
problems at home and at school, 
Presley said. PEP offers 
workshops, group meetings, 
information flyers and 
materials at no charge to 
parents or school personnel 
interested in working with 
parents of the handicapped. 
The goals of the project are to 
inform the parents 'Jf the 
handicapped child of the child's 
educational rights and of thr 
parents' responsibilities for 
their child's education ur: ~~r 
federal and state laws. 
ac~~~~in~of:r~~ts e~uc~~fon~i 
programming and planning for 
their child is another goal of the 
PEP. Parents are assisted in 
developing parent-school . 
relations and learning how 
schools function in providing 
services to the child. 
Parent,,: who volunteer will 
learn how to tea('h other parents 
of handicapped children about 
the special needs of a han-
dicapped child. Presley, 
visiting assistant profe&3or in 
the Department of Special 
Education, said the best ~ea~her 
for parents of handicapped 
children is another parent. 
The workshops will entail 
ways in which parents can deal 
effectively with schools and 
provide educational programs, 
teaching stategies and 
~~ni:t~esChWdt afa~o~. ~~~ 
workshops have no definite 
schedule yet, Presley said. 
In addition, workshops will be 
scheduled for which topiCS are 
suggested by the parents. These 
will be scheduled according to 
priority, Presley said. Topics 
that have been suggested are 
stress management, 
psychological testing, terms 
used in SPecial education, 
different types of handicaps, 
assertiveness training and 
simplification of government 
regulations. Presley said a list 
will also be compiled of services 
. If******************** : We're MovltlllU ~ 
~ Our Inventory Mu.t .. SOlcilefore We Move ~ 
* We must be out by the end of the .-~ month. But we'll still be here in town ~ * to serve you_ Our new location will be .. 
* at 102 W. College. ,...nD...a-Hot~) * 
* LongSI .. ve Crew Neclc Sweafl Only"." ,.. 
,.. ShlmmelSw .. t Shirt. Only I~." * 
* Shimmel T.Shlrfi Only 12.51 * 
*" All Short. Only 12." .. 
* .. II Capt _ •• sa.7S Now 12." * 
,.. * PI. Other In Store Spec'al. • 
... f'lll~t,..,~ Ev.ry Wetln .... ay .. 
,.. .,~ lJ" 20% oft All SIU ""-
,.&.. 610 S. illinois It.....:: 
~ Sole Good Thrv FrIcIay. Oct.2ht ~ 
********************* THE ANSWER 
.~~\je~~ CUT YOUR 1m UTILITY 
1~;;~~~ BILLS UP 
V u~~~ .~4. TO 30 % I 
867-254" 
101 KIM STREET 
THE QUESTION 
WHAT CAN 
MAGNDIC 
INTI.IOR ITORM 
WINDOWIDO' 
.. "tIMII~ ,"AN 
MOlt IU'LACIMINI WlN-
DOWS.,.TO 1'81 tIMII AI 
...cnYI AI ALUMINUM 
ITOIIML ____ 10~
_TLmI __ V __ _ 
---
____ 411'""01' _ 
_ T\V_~_ 
---
QUICIC...-w __ _ 
_ AV_ .. -"CII __ .
_CII-'_AaCII 
-~ 
.-...oc.uctAlION 
D11MA1I .... 
DIMONI1ItAlION 
available in the community. 
"We will provide them 
(parents) with emotional 
support and we will help them in 
any way that will be of service," 
Presley said. 
A loan library will be set up, 
probably in the Department of 
Special Education, Presley 
said. The library will have 
teaching materials and learning 
activities for parents to use in 
their homes. Also, audio-visual 
aids, articles and pamphlets 
relating to handicapped 
children, special education 
rules and regulations and 
parent group information will 
be included. 
, 5CXK>TR,6CK 
, :."i GWWEEIDti 
LIVE ~~ GO DQ"cers ~~ 
(From. the Modeling Conpsiracy) Featuring 
tori Jo fhompson 
The counties which the 
project covers are Johnson, 
Pulaski, Alexander, Massac, 
Jackson, Union, Pp.rry, 
Williamson, Franklin and 
Jefferson. Presley said that if 
the project goes into a second 
year, the project may expand to 
northwest Kentucky and 
southeast Missouri. 
Listen to WCIL-FM Sat. Morning 7a.m. to lOa.m .• 
far the sounds of the sixties. Relive the 60's at the 
Oasis Lounge Fri. & Sat. Nites. 60's Music, Drink 
Specials. Hula Hoop, Twist. Trivia & Limbo Contests. 
BREAKFAST SPECIAL 
Breakfast on a Biscuit 
(Egg. ham & cheese on a biscuit) 
ONLY 
Breakfast Served 6 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 
cOupon Expir •• Oct. 23, 1983 
~~~ 
TIl 
2123 Broadway 
Cape Girardeau. Mo. 
~~_~_.....J c:::::J 
n 
LUNCH SPECIAL U 
Real Roast Beef Sandwich (') 
"Thin Slice~ - Never Frozen" 0 
c: 
ONLY gg¢ i 
lunch Served 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. n 
Coupon Expires Oct. 23.1983 IJ 
~ C::::J c:=::J c.::..:::l 
1010 E. Main 
Carbondale. III. 
• 
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GPSC passes resolutions on 
library decline, Baptist center 
A Meditation Group IIJ!2.W 
forming. Beginning and Ad-
vanced lavels of Meditation 
Instruction wUl be available. 
Novice and experienced 
meditators are all welcome 
to join. Topics for lecture 
and discussion wUl be drawn 
from the teachings of 
By John Stewart 
Staff· Writer 
Citing recent reductions in journal subsc.-iptions, hours 
cutba<-ks - and 16s1 boob and 
articles, tbe Graduate and 
Professional Student Council 
passed a resolution Wednesday 
calling for S.U-C ad-
millistrative action to stop 
Morris Library's decline as an 
educational resource. 
The GPSC also passed a 
resolution opposing the use of 
the Baptist Student Center as a 
prison facility, and tabled one 
resolution and passed another 
regarding the University's 
policy in accepting sponsorship 
money from liquor companies. 
_ The GPSC library resolution, 
stating the library had 
"deteriorated," will be sent to 
Barbara Hansen, dean of the 
Graduate School, Ann Greeley. 
GPSC presidp.l'"lt, said. Council 
representatives expressed 
concern that materials were 
often unavailable because of 
loss, because of reduced 
number of subscriptions or 
because faculty members had 
them. The refp.rence to faculty 
was later removed from the 
resolutil)f1 
The'Council passed opposition 
to the proposal that the Baptist 
I 
Student Center be made into a 
prison site, to ensure that the 
council's response is noted 
should the Issue rise again. The 
resolution noted public op-
position to the closing of tJie 
A.L. Bowen Center in 
Harrisburg, which Gov. 
Thompson said would not be 
closed. Months later, after 
''puhlic furor had subsided," 
the Cf'nter was closed and 
tur led . nto a correction facility. 
The "'~olution warned Gov. 
Thompson might use the same 
strategy to turn BSC into a 
prison. 
Psychology instructor Jack 
McKillip's resolution, which 
called for a prohibition of 
alcohol advertisements and 
logos in SIU-C pubiicati:ms, 
schedules or premiums was 
overwhelmingly defeated in a 
voice vote. 
Objections raised were that 
seeing alcohol ads and logos in 
SIU-C materials didn't matter, 
as students are exposed to 
alcohol messages from so many 
other sources. Representatives 
also noted such a resolution 
would prohibit acceptance of 
liquor related advertising in the 
Daily Egyptian. 
A second alcohol policy 
resolution, a proposal by the 
GPSC executive board which 
encouraged liquor comllany 
sponsorship, was tabl:.,j· pen-
ding the development of a 
counter resolution. The counter 
resolution is expected to ad-
vocate 10 percent of sponsorship 
money go to alcohol education. 
Greeley updated the council 
on the Student Health 
Assessment Center's hours, 
which will not be extended until 
some type of needs analysis is 
done. Dan Venturi, GPSC vice 
president, and Jean Parratore, 
assistant to the vice president 
for student affairs, updated the 
council on policies regarding 
speakers at the north end of the 
Studellt Center. Parratore said 
only faculty complaints are 
considered cause to investigate 
whether a speaker is creating a 
disturbance. She also said her 
office has instituted a call-back 
system to verify if the caIler is a 
faculty member. 
In <lther action. the GPSC 
voted to allocate $400 to the Big 
Muddy Film Festival. con-
tingent the film group will not 
come to GPSC for funds next 
year and will try to be more 
self-sufficient. Th(: Indian 
Student Association was 
granted $350 for its Diwali 
Festival of Li~hts to be held at 
Lincoln Junior High School. 
~--------_"""'Krishnamurti, Zen and 
medi tattoo gtouo Tibetan Buddhism. 
The msrruetor has eight years or experience In Meditation and 
consciousness studies. The group will begin October 19. 1983, 
and wUl m_t from 7 to 8:30pm on Wednesday evenings at 
the Wesley Foundation, 816 S. illinois Ave. (across from Mc-
Donald's). _ 
For enrollment and information contact Steve Ellis 
t 549-0459. 
Take Charge With 
From SIU Employees Credit Union. 
No Better Place To Borrow. 
No Better Place To Save. 
New Orleans trip scheduled during break 
s I U EMPLOYEES ' 
CREDIT UNION 
The Office of InternationaJ 
Education is offering a six-day 
trip to New Orleans during 
Thanksgiving break. 
The price is $135 and includes 
round-trip bus_fare, hotel ac-
comodations and admission to 
Rosedown Plantation in 
Mississippi. 
From Nov. 18 to Nov. 23, the 
group will visit various sites 
including the French Quarter, 
generic • S~\..E. \" 
copies ~~ 
We've moved _ .... 
mus' teed in 
document 'Hc!er 
next to Campus McDonald's. 
815 S. IIlInoll, Carbondale 457-0!223 
Louisiana Sliperdome and the 
International Trade Mart. 
Registration is being held at 
International Services, 910 S. 
Forest St. 
1217 West Main St. 
Carbondale, IL 
457-3595 
WE COMPARED 
A local Competitor Recently Advertised Their 
"Everyday low Prices" On Various Imported Beers And 
Invited You To Clip Their Ad And Compare. 
-We Clipped And Compared-
Stop In Easteate And ABC Liquor Marts And Compare 
Their Ad Prices To Our Everyday Prices: 
1. We Have The lowest Import Beer Prices 
2. :We Carry Every locally Available 
Imported Beer (Over 58 Brands And Sizes) 
Don't Miss Our 1st Annual Import Beer Festival 
This Friday-Saturday-Sunday 
Big Savings On All Individual Bottles 
F .... Tasting-Fri. And Sat. Afternoons At Eastgate And AIC 
"SHOP SMART" . .. AT 
~ 
EASTGATE 
LIQUOR MART 
Wall & Walnut 
CARBONDALE 
549-5202 
ABC 
LIQUOR MART 
109 N. Washington 
CARBONDALE 
457-2721 
---------CampusBrre~----------
BLACKS INTERESTED In 
Business win have a bake sale 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday on 
the first floor of Quigley Han. 
A HIKE at Buttonwood Wednesday, Nov. 19. in Ballroom C. 
Swamp, sponsored by En-
vironmental Workshops, win 
begin at 10 a.m. Saturday from 
Touch of Nature and finish at 4 
THE LATTER Day Saint 
Student Association will meet at 
noon Friday in the Thebes 
Room. 
A NACHO and bake sale will 
be held by the American In-
stitute of Architects from 8 a.m. 
00 4 p.m. Friday outside of Tech 
Building D. 
A FLEA market will be held 
by Head Start from 8 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Saturday at Lakeland 
School, 925 Giant City Road. 
THE FRIENDS of Car-
bondale Public Library are 
sponsoring a book sale to be 
held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Saturday in the old library, 304 
W. Walnut St. 
THE ORIENTEETING Club 
will participate in a meet at 
noon Saturday at Stonefort in 
Giant City. Anyone who needs a 
ride may meet at 11:30 a.m. in 
front of the Student Center. 
THE AUTOMOTIVE 
Technology Organization will 
sponsor a free car clinic from 
9:30 a.m. to noon Saturday at 
the University Mall parking lot 
adjacent to the Firestone Auto 
Center. Club members will 
cover a 40 point automobile 
maintenance check for winter. 
p.m. 
THE STUDENT Center will 
be closed until 2 p.m. Sunday 
for repairs on electrical lines. 
THE JACKSON County 
Historical Society will meet to 
elect officers at 2 p.m. Sunday 
at the Society's Walnut Street 
Headquarters in the basement 
of the Post Office in Mur-
physboro. After the meeting, 
the Carbondale Community 
High School Honors History 
class will give a presentation 
titled "Abraham Lincoln and 
the Emancipation 
Proclamation. " 
A FALL festival of faith will 
be held by the Southern Baptist 
Churches of Carbondale at 7:30 
p.m. Sunday through Friday at 
Murdale Baptist Church, Z701 
W. Main St. 
THE SOCIETY for Creative 
Anachronism will meet at 2 
p.m. Sunday in the Luthern 
Student Center. 
REGISTRATION CLOSES 
Monday at Woody Hall B-204 for 
the Test of English as a Foriegn 
l.anguage, which will be held 
Hours: 
M-Th 11-12 
'-Sat 11-1 
Sun 1-11 
6pk. can. 
12pk. cans 
~ Wiedemann's 12pk. btl •. $2.99 
~_-- Grolsch 6pk. btl.. $3.67 g Gilbey'. Vodka lit.r $4.95 ~ 
_ Bacardl Rum 750ml $5.19 •. ~ 
.. (Light or Dark) ... 
~ : ~ 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
wristwrestling tournament 
entries close at 5 p.m. Wed-
nesday, Oct. 26 at the 
Recreation Center Information 
Desk. 
BLACKS INTERESTED In 
Business is sJl"nsoring a 
presentation by Tom Kublisbta 
of Osco Drug at 7 p.m. Mnnday 
Illinois' 
FULL LINE 
MUSIC STORE 
Including 
GUITARS 
AMPS & P.NS 
BAND INSlRUMENfS 
plANos & MuSIC 
llllrOluig'lI 
1101IBt of Susie 
N_IC ...... M ... 
C'DaleW_ 
__ 5e-2111 
THE HILL House annual 
banquet will be held from 7 to 9 
p.m. Monday at 408 W. Min St. 
Robert Mendelsohn, syndicated 
newspaper columnist, will give 
a speech titled "Confessions of 
a Medical Heretic." 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
lifeguard positions at the 
adidas ~_~_lr 
"TALK" 
ca· ~ ,~. E: Canadian 750ml $5.52 _ ~~ .. ~ ~I.t ~ 
: Zeller Schwarze 750ml $3.71 ;; 
=: Katz by Schmitt Soh.. iii 
I~: Gallo 1.51it.r $2.99 ~ 
: Wine Tasting 
'ii.::;;_ ~ Inglenook. IIIanc ... Blanc. Grenache Role 
~ Saturelay, 1-4p ••• 
Recreation Cl!nter pool will be 
available Monday through 
Saturday in the Recreational 
Sports Office. Applicants shQUl~ 
have a current ACT on file. 
ENVIRONMENTAL WORK-
shops is sponsoring moonlight 
canoe rides from 7 to 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday on Little GraS!!y 
Lake. Anbyone who wouyld like 
to go may call Jim Jordan at 
529-4161. 
.. ~ Reason 16 to Shop Old Town: ~ ..... .,::' ~p~=:nE:~~::d ) ~~'4 SftMt4 1ItMt A 
~. =-=- _ ~er~ & ~n==. ___ =.,....,..=r_ ~~~!,~;~;:rsl'Y EVE R Y T H I N G FOR THE AT H lET E ~;;~:~~:,:O'J ~~~~ji~ii==ii~lIli~iE~ii~liilli~~ill-I~~- 1~4~Sl~6~OI~6 .. -........................................................ .. i¥lf  
Daily 'Egyptiani "(ktober 1.4" ~lICJI; PIlge on·. '. 
.. CJasslfled tnformatlon Ratea 
.. 15 Word MInimum 
All Ciassified Advert~ must 
~:Jn:! ~~~J'~~e:~t ~;.: 
rrt~~~=n~~~in~ 
day's publication. 
The DaDy EgyptiPn raDDet lie 
rellponllible for mGre than ODe 
daY'1I Ineorreet inertloD. Ad· 
vertlsers are re:,poDlllble tor 
=.DI= :.~v.t~~:::rJ ::. 
advertiser ",hid lessen the valDe 
of the advert13",meDt will be ae:. 
~::il/f o~'lr~:dw~tP:.a::D!:i 
yoar ad, call 538-3aU before 12:" 
110011 for ""Deella tloD fa tile Dellt 
day'. isSIH 
m~Je~~rw~~~e~~::m~ev~~~' 
~~~::'ti!,:&Ji~~~:S~ih~~~ 
:f~~ bfo a~~~I~~na~~ac1e~ 
ne8i:,;YJeKa~~;!: must be 
paid in advance exc::;,f for those 
'!!!counts with establiSbed r.n!dit 
'FOR SA'lE 
Automobll.. _ 
~I1tuv~g ~~n~l~~ ::lfe~'5~:'r:s' 
529-2942. 2839Aa42 
~:l:'l\! FUN! FUN! 1976 Fiat 
~~~~nfU~~~:J~ib~e·M~~r::.n~~1 
l~cc!!cnl condition. $3450. 529-4503 
"He. sp.m. 2894Aa44 
FORD LTD WAGON 1978, all 
~wer. Air, cruise, like new. 68.000 
miles. $3200. 549-S110. 2944Aa41 
. .-
1971 PONTIAC CATALINA. ,CARBONDALE'S BEST BUY' 
=m$~'~Bb~b, &?~::~. I ~~ ~~s~:::~e:eewl;~~~~~~ 
2166. Ask for Susan. 3019A842 I double carport, central air, new 
HONDA CIVIC 1200. $1800 or best I :~~~~~idin~a:~~~~a,lot, .!'!'ikf~: 
offer. Call Ahmed. 529-9191. i distance to univerSity two fun 
299:lAa40 baths. illCludes washer' &. dryer, 
_-----............. iiii;;;ia .... '" disposl!l, dishwasher. refrigerator, 
s.. our Gt-_t Selectfon of rantio6I oven. Owner has left area. 
,.-..owned an at LOW PRICES. ~4,' call Heins Agenc~~A~ 
1982 Datsun 210 H'back 
1911 Chevrolet Ct.ve ... 4dr 
1911 Chevrol.t Chev .... 2dr 
1911 MonteCarlo2dr 
1911 Olds Cutl .. 2dr 
1910 Monte Carla 2dr 
1910 Datsun 2IOZX 
1910 Datsun 2104dr 
1979 Mercury CClI9Ir 2dr 
1m Ford T ·llrd 2dr 
'lm Buick Skylark 2dr 
1975 Pone'" 914 
1~ MGI Convertlbl. 
Ui(Ko~rlg 
CHI!VRot.RT S"bor,," IIMW 
'040 I MI'. c._ ~1(UI 
Motorcyc~e. 
1981 SUZUKI GN400. Runs and 
=sa'r::U:~.C::;.best. ~~ 
1980 YAMAHA 4': S~~fial. I !:ft~:~iai:l~, 5~1~1~.lpn. 
2838Ac42 
1979 KAWASAKI KZ400, 7,000 
miles. Excellent transportation. 
Best offer. HH8-758-Z715. 2855Ac4b 
80' SUZUKI GN400. Bought in 81'. 
Black with gold mags, backrest, 70 
mpg. Great for campus. Excellent 
shape. $750 firm. 529-3697. 2924Ac40 
1979 HONDA XLIOOS 90 mpg. ~1c:.O:~ ~e~el~:~s~«toa1\ ~39~3JN4 
after 6pm. 2945Ac41 
10 ACRES ON 127, 7 miles from 
~x~s~re. ~n~r:H:rs~o:J~~~. 
~~=~ possible at 10~ ~~5 
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful 
~Ii~~r~ge Hills, car=,ji. 
. Mobile Ho!!".~ .. __ 
10X50 NEWLY REMODELED with 
~fetf~~ n~f~a~~rs\Z~~ 
~~:~~Ij 1~\~r:l:ti~1f:·ftrr~~~i:~~ 
$3000. 684-2'iii4. Z716Ae42 
12x65 WITH LARGE addition, new 
:t~~~ &&ga~~~te~o':~~~i~~ 
Pleasant Hill T. C. , 529-4586. 
2849Ae4C 
~!~:-2 \~~~: f~~~~.s:ft!r 
~el~r:r :s~~~rtS. B(:~l~1 
TRAILER, ilx40, ALL wood in-
:~~ ~:e~n~~~a~jfi~~~ JfJ;l,~ 
529-3595. 2935Ae4I} 
12xSO 2 BEDROOM Aca emy. 
$4500. 549-5550. B2927Ae40 
CARBONDALE. AVAILABLE 12-
=h~~~~~~&~e$ri~ ~~'TB~~~ 
coDed. 1-314-364-13M. 2952Ae4G 
FORS4LL_ 
r'~ SPECIAL I lOXSO 2 or 3 Bdrm., tied down, underpinned. J ~. ~ _._--
12XSO' 2 Bdrm .• tied down. I 
1973 MG MIDr.ET. Enm: fair. ~r::!~:a~~~:t:sg;J!~~:i~:;: underpinned. set on I ~ g:';t.needs clutch. 294iAs;tl week. $750 OBO, 52!1-4035.
295IAc40 
spacious lot. 
$2995 I 
B2946Aa45 ~dec!:.~~' $650. E:mAU::' 
TECHNICS SL-5, TURNTABLE· I CLEAN, QUiET.· ONE bedroom 
: with Ortofon cartridae. One_year I apartment. Available il'l'\-j old, but seldom used.ll50, ca1I529- I mediately. One or two people. 8IJ6 
: 5357 after 4pm. 3015Ag44 ! W. College. 687-1938. B262fBa48 
TELEVISION REPAIR ! NICE 2 BEDROOM, quiet, well . 
FREE ESTIMATES [ ~W~~~r~i =:1~N:1l :~~ 
24-hour estimate service ' rent. Ca!1 684-5470. after S:OOpm. 
9O-day warranty : for appomtments. 2922Ba40 
Rental/Sales New & Used I ~~nr8ltpA5~e b~~~gUf~X 
A-l T.V. Dished apartment. air, absolutely 
71S·S.III.Ave. : no pets or watf'rbeds. 2 miles west 457-7009: of Ramada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West 
Across from 710 Bookstore j Call 684-4145. B2971Ba57 
SEE US FOR 
Apple~ 11M &. Osborne 
Microcomputers 
ALSO 
booka, supplI ....... Ice. trolning. 
ASK US HOW VOl,; CAN 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR 
AS LITTLE AS $90.00 A MONTH 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN. 
I!RO COMPUTE'!) 
CA'it~'Q;.~~~--'" .c:~;'! .. ot!AU 
Ult_t.W.a.JID lIII' PI .... w .... ,JoI4,.'<IiCt 
Dear Customer: 
: I NICE NEWER 2-bedroom 2 or 3 
I people. furnished, S16 S, Poplar. 
heavily insulated, 529-1368. 
. B2966~~ 
NEW ONE BEDROOM, 
overlooking orChardlo all eiet'tric, ::~l;.nd trash pic Ip. ~~ 
CARTERVlLLE EFFICIENCY 
APARTMI!:NTS, furnished, water 
paid. $10o-molith. Immediate 
occupancy, Route 13 CrossrO<!ds. 1-
985-6108. 297'JB&41 
MURPHYSBORO. QUIET, 
CLEAN, one bedroom, furnished, 
=~~:~~~~U.40. EV~W-l3 
~~~~~~\v. ~!!Tt~~i. 
15-84, 549-l;125 3OOOBa45 
LARGE THREE BEDROOM some 
utilities included, no pets, deposit 
:t~~e~t~~~;f:~'!!I.e&lIt~713~ar 
B2921Ba40 
Someone you know knows 
me ond has learned that T.V. 
and Sterea Repoirs need not 
be expensive nor time·con· 
suming. Free Estimates, 
Some·Day-Service. and High 
Tech Knowledge permit me t 
to make repairs for less. like 
that someone, Call: 549-5936 
~rtT~3~fc Allen·sY.V. 
VERY NICE NEIGHBORHOOD. 
New 2 bedroom, appliances, 
l :lr~'i;kt~~~~_~~7~~rner. 
Game. Repaired 403 S. Graham 
STEREO 
SABIN AUDIO 
W.·II Mot..wy prim In town 
HATAOti HA __ INT. AMP. 
" •.• 
."off 
ftII(iA." .2 .... . 
MAXIU. UDXUI c. .. 12.15 .. . 
NAO SONY 
"APU. ICINWOOD 
JVC MITSHUItIHI 
AMUII TKHNICS 
YAMAHA ,IONI •• 
HAIMAN/ iD A_'1ea 
ICAIOON II'tCA 
NAICAMKM. a.ADO 
A .. DMANY01HU_ANDS 
OPEN IUNDAYS 
Call before coming 614-3771 
lS1I lout" St. 
3027B&43 
ONE .. TWO bedrooms furnished, 
carpe, no pets. Two bedroom 
unfurnished duplexes, also. 529-
1735 457·6956 3014Ba59 
FURNISHED 
EFFICIENCY 
4 Blocks From Campus. 
Water, Sewer Included 
Carpeted, Air Condo 
. 549-6610 
IMPlILIAL 
MICCA ~i~~.T4~~Op~\~'t~~~~~u~:\1 I SALE, HELMETS ~ price while 12 X 6038drm., ovail. immed'll ~550orbestoffer.687-1653. I' ~ last. 1972 350 Yamaha, $175. $3995 
--------- ;. "--'·IA_" ~n!E~~Yait!!;:Je,S:=~ 1980 H~ CB750K. ~~tter OIIES s.. Doug lu.hut 
steering and brakes, aIr, new '~~~'lrm. ~~~ires"~~7 .... o~::-boHnwdY~J!1 ,. Pet. & Supplle. ~.t_t1ery6'. excellent condition., $38OO1Ad l' 
-'" 183E ... '75 KAWASAKI 9'lOCC, Good --•• ,~ or Call 
condition, 13,000 mi. $l2OO or best _.... 549.3000 -DOG GROOMING CAR-
Now Renting 'or Fall a.ld Spring. 
Efficiencies ond 1 bedroom opts. No 
pets. laundry facilities . 
...,...... .. 
(2 blks. from Com,-) 
".1 .... "..,. 
J49.24M 457.7M1 lim OLDSMOBILE 98. ExceUent olfer 457-5063. 2985Ac43 BONDALE, rick-up, delivery. ~~t~~i~:~~k'rn~c~a:~C&!Il'~ .. Professional, all breeds., COUNTRY PAF.K MANOR 
,tfter 5pm_ 2963Aa40 . :ll~nr!::t~:!iuy ~~~i1:t . MI .... llan.ou. ~~~f~~re~~u~f1o~~~52t~~ l~~pplies: EFF·$l35 l·Bed. $160 
~.o~b.o. ~216!1. 29B8Ac43, • COL-LEG!.' SWE .• TSHIRTS.' 2831Ah51 I 9' 12 month contracts. :~~,,:'O~!~C l~'M~as:{:O ~ '" Rm-iS MURPHYSBORO' 30 day contracts also ~~~~(J. sharp. Call (37-4~= ;.~~~'ifgs:ts~~~~1'~ r£rr.~:rtb(l~ffil:rl~~-:;'~U~~ t~&hfs~~~hd~:n:JJ ~::m~~ 'j! All Wi~;~i~~~::; Both. 
USC (white)-otbers. $12.50 e.'cb ~ies IOt.!Ckman's Co., 20 N. 17th A/C. and Kitchen Foe. ;'~~!;~n~~ ,p~.upsa'ir.~-:C~· . ~~ r.:gU!~~~.J:fn~E~~'rr::t ro~dB~~if7.xtroo~e:~~~ ., 648-6811, B2868Ah53 Newly Remodeled 
,'.!>t-FM ca·..ehe. $1200. call after I coodition. $795,457-4654, evenings. 39601. "OD orders call1-G01·835- Recreational I SlIg"'tly higher. 
1j)!n. ~537S or ~5982. 2968Aa42 2996AcU 1085. 2668Af45 I NO Deposit with 
i9i·' FORD MUSTANG II. PB, __ I E.tate J ~~~~~':::n~' ~~t~~. ~~r~ , ~~~!~~~~ MOTOR HOME. A~::~;_~;~it-:~~bd ~~~~Ttr~~~ $\~~~rg~I,I~~ GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 81) C1Il Old 51.549-1782. BZ766Af5Q ~~ 6, good condition. ~! SECURITY'PATROLLED ~. 2973Aa40 :C:kS,O:p~~ :-V:::U~~:~~~ SEASONEI) Jo1REWooD OAK & ,-======:iiI_=='I 
!'l70 PONTIAC CATALINA. 50 percent by forest preserve ID hi ko 1987 2468 or 19872840 Mu.lcat PARKTOW-' APTS • 
. ~\!IOmatic, ps, pb, excellent ~:f&'n~~~~~~ H~": 7 ':-'~!: bZ~: af~d' ~m'- - . 29:iws5 r-~!~peG~!J!~t!~~N:.i, Pm.ctfor profeosionals. 800,.;, ft .. ~ftn~f~~f5;~~ance. =~ with bath plus mobile borne P!ld. JENNY'S ANTIQUES" used -Y" lb' I 2 a.droom .....,.-,t. /Ilk, • ....,-d, !~~,~gie. ~i8~~r3: tK!~n~,:! furniture, Carbondale. Buy lind ~~:!-ssi~I~; in~~~~r~rs ci:ss1f(.o~~ i pallo. lighted parking and co!>lerv i;,~~i~~n.v~r~~~S::='J:;t and otber buildings, 35 tillable ~t~~~~~t~~~~t'g~:f:l1~b Call 687-4960. 2540An40 i :'-'::::Carbor.daleCllnlc.$3501 
"pm. 2962Aa40 acres, $47,500. Call collect (314) 549-4!t78. • B2948Af58 PA'S "'OR RENT $30 and up Sound I 
231-3533. 2fi29Ad43 Core m'JSic and Studios. Com plett: I 
1973 A. M. C. HORNET, ,,·dr., MOBILE HOME ROOF coating, 5 music store wh:1 \lnbelievable I WOODRUn SERVICES 
auto. a-c, cruise, cassettl'. gt')d CRAB ORCHARD LAKE, 40 acres. gaDon, $25,00, Und~inning, $4.99. prices 01'1 the Island in Carbondale, 457.3321 
!ires, lood motor, bat! =. bad r4a~~e:ro~ta~:;r~:~w~~g;, Anti-freeze. $3.99. TWo-drawer file 715SUniversity 4575641 ___________ Ir._ 
('arb, $400 o.b.o .• Jim 529- 2986Aa45 availablr."Ji,ooo or best offer 90 ~1:~ll:~i::5$2 ~f~~~~!ir$I:~' • • '2650An45 I Now taking Fall and Spring <ontracn 
percent fmancing availallie at 12 ·Hl8lter'S.ltt. 5is:, 457-264i, ,- TWELVE CHAi'lNEL SUNN II forelfic'-<:ies. I bedroom ond 2 bed-
_. 77 CAMARO, LT, tilt·wbeel tin;~t over 10 year term. Phone B3OO4Af41 stereo mixing board with case. room apt.:l block.lrom Campus, No ~~~~~~i:u~ifgw:~u:i[ze:.m~:;nw to~~-ri:~~!¥:~~f~intment SPANISH SOFA .. chair, 1150. $750. 529-W1. 2932An40 I pen. O'-WlIII_ ..... ' ... ScPonridnl.glllona,nl~..:x!n;:t,'J:;te~~m B2726Ad40 hr:e'1e,sj~J:. ~~~~~ Cb~ 12-STIlING GUITAR, $85. G-string 510 I. UnI ..... 'Y 
$2600,{529-4448. 2987Aa48 f'~~i:"h:~::a~~~~' $150.1-993-3851,. :l931Af46 e1ectriC,$100.1-993-iiii1. 30321.n42 457·7941 M9.2U4 
-;:r."dinl. d Ig-j·i·U*, 
1974 FORD MAVERICK. Four mlinkuchfemllCoree. 2Ox. Pri1!l....~tm·uuuiow ~,:nl. EI.ctronlc. • •• - •••• Hou ... door, automati~,. power steering. ........ -', 
$900 Good condition 1-893- 2895 l893-2900. anytime. 536-75~ week· COMPLETE CAR STEREO Apartmenta I THREE BEDROOM TWO people 
. . 2989Aa43, days. B:as(4Ac1;3 sy51 twem
at
'
t 
AMp -FllmMI'ddipoliwtaerl caboosssetterte.. ' need one more. Sl09.50 per ~on 
100 yr l! BEDROOM APARTMENT in: includes beat and water. Fur· 
1974 CAMARO, 8 cylinder, THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for four speakers. antenna power I Herrin ylenty of closets and i nisbed. Available October 1st. 
automatic, $1100. 1-985-6043 after sale in Greenbriar addItion, booster $200 529-9213 Apt 127 storl!ge. st floor, disbwasher" I Located next to new Kroger's. 
uopm. '. 2998Aa43 g:~~~1::o~t£fl.ment Mike." . 2789Ag4i i ~fr~~~$~5:~~~~~'l!~~ I~:' (W!!Stsideoftown),457fit:i2Bb47 
1973 OLDS DELTA 88.4 door,. p.S_, , 290JAd45 SPEAKERS; TECHNICS PRO 5790. B2767Ba48 
b ood ruming conmfion, t - SB,OOOA, 3-way monitor, very CARBONDALE AREA, 2-i::Ow~~fu?s~reo,$l000orbest offer, t NEED A HOME? Owner of S. W. good condition, $440.00 o.b.o. BE READY FOR winter. ". BEDROOM and 3-bedroom fur. 
'. '.,1100 -.·'es. 457-11106. 3006Aa43 I caowrnboerndaiise bo
wl!JS4!111'n
ngeedsto aexbUYp oer
re
! Phone 457-7893. 281BAg41 bedroom apartment with heat, nished house carport absolut(·Jy 
- ... 11 01, no pet:: 2.miies west 'of Rama~a 
.:;7, CHEVROLF.T IMPALA, bad It alternative financing witb ATARI'andW!oTHStic7ks.cNaerwtridgess.,f =i~,;::eJ:~a~g~~~~2~i. i lnn on Old Rt. 13 West. Call 684-,,~ but runs. Sell for Sl50 or best· qualified party. Let's tall(. 549-3106 paddles J y $7 I B2812£a41 I 4!45. B2752Bb48 "p~ ')49-2IJ72 3009Aa44 , :iller 5pm. 2941Ad40 I 5-l9-687S. 3tiI'lIAg40 
li . -. _. _ .. 
, p, ge 16. Daily Egyptian, October 14, 1983 
'2-BEDROOM FURNISHED 
HOlISE, 2 blocks from SIU. 457-
6849. B2691Bb46 
MWs~~~?t!ths. f~I~~!S~~ 
campus. Will rent to group or 
~~. Absolutely no rJtf~ 
ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE. 
Clean, close to camJlus. Immediate 
~~~y. No pets. 54=B~ 
HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you 
find II rental! For free service call 
529-5252 or 519-3866. Divisj"n of 
Diederich Real Estate. B28111Jb55 
~:=Yi~PO~'!?~~~y I:ijgriiil:-
south of~arbondale. Available 
immediately. Call 1-893-2683 after 6 
p.m. or weekends. 2940Bb40 
TWO BLOCKS FROM campus, 
fully furnished~fer mature 
i~~~p~~~ 54 aft~~l 
THREE BEDROOM, FUR-
NISHED. Closetocampusandnew 
~~~r.~bie':!'! ~r~. g~~~t 
i~~~~ro!EK~?~~te~~~~~l 
location. Furnished or un-
furnished, rent now for winter 
semester. 52&-1539. 29568b56 
HOUSE l-BEDaOOM, WELL 
insulated, clean, 2 blocks from Rec 
Center. $300. Available Nov. 1st. 
457-6166. 2981Bb42 
UNF1JRNISHED ONF. BEDROOM 
apartment in house. Five milea 
south of Carbondale, $2OO-month 
plus If" utilities. 1-964-1152. 
3010Bb45 
4-WHEEL DELIGHT! VERY 
rural, ~ecluded. 2-bedrooms. 
App!iances, water, sewer, trash 
furrushed $225. 549-3850. 
B3034Bb44 
Mobile Hom •• 
12' WIDE TWO-BEDROOM; 
~~~;t~~~~; inSo::'~a~~' ~~ 
4ffn. 2499Bc40 
§lM~f~ lii~?!~ i?25 Cfom~: 
~:t waste money, Call~9~ 
TWO BEDROOM CuMPLETEL Y 
furnished, air conditioned, an-
chored and underpinned, good 
condition. Located in Lakewood 
Park subdivision east of Car-
bondale. $1~month. Phone 549-
6612,549-3002 after 5pm. B2724Bc48 
CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER 
heating bills? One bedroom 
rs:!}mr::' ~':f!"t~! ~r:~r:: 
Located 1 If" miles " .. =~ of 
~~~"her::~ku:a~~d HI~~n wr:!f;: 
tenanee included in rent of $175-
month. Available now! Also taking 
~ring (412 month) contracts. 
one 549-6612, 549-3002 ~W'JB~ 
TWO BEDROOM COMPLETELY 
~t~~~s:n:gd a~~J:~p~~~~~~dg::ci 
condition. Located in Lakewood 
Park Subdivision east of Car-
bondale. $145-month. Phone 549-
6612, 549-3002 after 5pm. B27248c48 
VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two 
bedrooms, furnished, air, natural 
Fas, underpin~ anchored. Close $~~~~~~d nivers~~lt~!a 
VERY NICE 10X50, 2 bedrooms, 
~~~ii~hn~~, a!~c~!~~~~1 Aa:se u~~ 
~~. and University ~hll:a 
SMALL QUIET PARK.. 12x60 two 
or three bedroom, furnished, 
anchored, underpmned, ~ 
~~3..gt Sorry no pet~~40 
I MALIBU VILLAGE 12x641 front j NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for NIGHT-TIME BABYSITTER 
I :'~~h':r~r r~i~~J: 1 ~C~~I~':;t / ~f!:.' ~t~~ffar~!.~ ~a=e ~:~~~ g?:r~:i,::::-;g:1~ for 4 
condition. Available after October I student preferred. Call 457-4816 3012C41 
15th. $225-montb with lease and I evenir.gs or early momingll. 
deposit. 549-5550. B292SBc40 I 2175Be40 ~~:n ~!fli~~: ~~ ~:fe~t~t 
PARADISE ACRES 12x50 2 ! FE MAL E ROO M M A 'r E vertised. Let Word Processing 
bedroom rurnis~ ,184'-month. I NEEDED. Two bedroom duDlelL • • Jlersonalize" your letter 01 
549-5550. ' .. '. B2926Bc40 / Rent 1.140 ph.s utilities. Three applicatiol) to 10, 20, even 100 
. ONE BEDROOM _ '100, Two /1, 2':~af~m5~~:'pus· Call T~~ w~ctiVe' em=ers. Call The 
bedroom _ $130. No P!!lS, j)8I'king, best).Stars. 549- (even~ 
A-C carpet quiet, Soutli Woods I THREE CUTE AND fun girls need 
Park, 52&-1539. 2I54Bc56 j roommate in L'!wis Park. 549-4581. TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT _ 
I 
3007Be40 ASSISTANT Professor-Program 
14x70 2-BDRM, 2-BATH, central Coordinator. Tbe Division of air~ all electric, anchored and . SHARE TWO BEDROOM mobile Baccalaureate Studies, School of 
~7~~ed. No pets. '=r~ l ~.:eUt8rti~~·k .. Rent $7~~ :~~~~:o;:To:'a ~i:~~~R 
EXTRA NICE 12xOO, 2-bdrm, I D I ~~[eh!~!~ce;:~~~at~~~~~~ 
furnished, private settiIlg, I~e i Up ex.. . and teachin~ eJll::irience in two or 
~ f~~l~,::,tated, no ~18i6B~ j ~~~~:Vb~~:et, DEt~E:uiet,2 i ~~h~ig!1 t :an:~~~~~t afi~~~i 
ONE MILE FROM campus. Two furnished, ~kl:l' no lea~ts j :~re~~: gt ::::~:::;;::~:: l:~:: 
very nice 12x60 mobile homes. OK, $180. 1.' Bf56: relations. grantmanship, and 
Front and rear bedrooms. ONE BEDROOM, IN the country,' computer. appl!cations. D~orate 
Reasonable rates. Call 1-833-54,:;. fireplace, electric appliances, i reqUl~ m a field appropnate to 
. 3li18Bc46 • N~ter: =1~ick-Up cu~';140 i ~~i~~tedil1~dhre;iogrr:,:ou~~ 
CARBONDALE. NICE, CLEAN 2-
1
' pe.. I ministrative experience ;11 
bedr:ooms. Furni!!hed..1 un- CAR.BONDALE, 2·REDROOM I tec~nical . man~gement,. or 
derpmned1 carpet,. air. :>tudents duplex, clean, energy eff.icient, eqUlyalent I.ndustncil expen!!JIce, 
welCome. ,125. Available now. 549- stove and refrigerator, all f'iectric, ~w!'t!d. F~t b~1J!l expenence 
3850. B3033Bc44 available immediately, $275 per w,ith mdustnlll tramlllg programs 
I
' month. 529-1203 after 5pm. hlgh!3a de!!lrable. ~uccessful 
ROY AL RENTALS . _ __ _ 2983Bf43 J :!~d\e:~~:e::cha~w~r~ 
Apartments I • ~~~rd~~T~fl~iyanf~rbacv:rfi~~'Y:~ 
Mobile Homes I HANDY MAN CARBONDALE i sta~g, and student advisement. 
, . I POSition open January 9, 1984; Furnished & Air Condo Part time-earpentry. plumbing, salary commensurate with 
and electrical. Able to respond (0 I qualifications and experience. No Pets emergency. calls. Reply to Box Apply by November I, 19831 to: :!~~ti~~IYBI~:'::P~:~bon~Y!: I sr8a~~~:~urt!:, ~i::l~ 
.57-4.22 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromat 
e CABLEVISION 
e1 or 2 baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145-$360 
Room. 
Only 2 1'1111 .. 
North of Campus. 
SIn;leRa ... 
Avollable 
HWY51 NORTH 
549-3000 
NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon 
Fraternity House- 4 extra rooms 
for indel::dents. $145-month. Ask 
~I~~~e~~srut· P~II~ 
KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East 
~n~:s~crl~mn~ $J.fr: 
doubles 'ber week. Daily maid 
~ihv~.cCall-~~:A. utiG~~-
NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE 
~~iil~~ ~.:.e!tr:o~If~I~ 
after 5:00. B2808Bd51 
~~ ~~!t°r!::~r:i2Wi-~-
Co\\'ege, 684-5917, 529!~ 457-3321. 
D2I74Bd57 
~~~'e.,*~ks ~~::I~~Dus fIT: 
Rent $105. Can Deborah, a¥ter 
6pm.457-8868. 2I57Bd40 
Roommat .. 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM a~rt­
ment in house near campus. Call 
52&-2355 after 10 pm. 2623Be43 
3RD ROOMMATE FOR a 3-
~manIrJ9~ r:s:.-thlrd 
2845Be43 
D., 62901. 8267SC46 Technical Careers, Southern 
BARTENDERS GO-GO DAN- ~::~£y~~~i&::' ~fu~:~'ii I 
CERS. Bartenders: full or part affirmative action-equal o'p- I 
time. Dancers: $5.00 per. hour. portunityemployer. 83023C42 I 
Strictly legitimate-type en- "9.!I~"'I!!!P.!P!lP!IIP9!!I9."'I!W~. ~r:.~mln~t~~~,!di!:)i:''fe!l::: 'iJ.i"3ri.1iirn~_i ~~~~n!ranleM~~Jca~-:i:'9N:I~r CLOTHING A.L T~RATIONSd I 
appointment: ;) 2827C51 ~~::i!Js. Bes1al~~gli32 ~nst 
OVERSEAS JOBS _ SUMMER- Walnut (behind tYniyersity Mall), 
Year round. Euroife S. Amer., ' lOam~pm, Monday~<;aturday. 457- I 
Australia, Asia. A Fields, $50(). : 7859. 2521E43 
'1200 m!,nthly. Sightseeing. Free 'I YOU PAY MORE you pay less, I 
info. Wnte LfC Box 52-IL-l Corona but when it COe-,es to Chimneys. go 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 2822C51, for the best. Call Dr. Soot MagiC , 
RADIO LOGIC TECHNOLOGIST, Chimney Sweep. Certifi~ Mem6er ! 
A. R. R. T. Registered, fuU time. of N. C. S. G. Carterville, 1-985- I 
' Experienc~£erred. St. Joseph's 4465. 259200 
=~~~~E~~I, Murp1i~ &~:ef.~I~~g~g ~~,:~:~e:n~ 
DIRECTOR OF PHARMACY. 
~~:t~r:~~:~h'::(tar.Y::r:ci 
65 miles east of St. LoUis. Missouri, 
~~t1~1~hi~~rm~~re~:~e:n~ 
alterations. Halloween costumes. 
529-3998. 260300 
STOR-N-LOCK MINI 
~~·~~~~d~~' seWst~rag~~~~ 
many sizes available, low monthly 
rates, for more info, call 529-1133. 
82596E43 
organization skills in pharmacy 
department. Qualified candidates 
will be a registeredjharmacist 
from an accredite school of I TERM PAPERS, THESES, re:~:.c~~te~f~~r~e~ Dissertations, resumes, report 
perience in a hospital setting projects, etc., (IBM electronic 
ilesired. Familiar with unit dose eqUlpementl Call 549-6226. 2636E45 
:~fut~~aur:v:~r;ta;~~ THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING, 
Excellent salary and complete glazingt' drywall/pg, ely::tr:~al, 
benefit package including in- carpen ry, ~oo mg, au mg, 
terview and relocation expense!! ~ard~ork. All Jobs large or small. 
paid. Send letter of interest and Qu~hty work. Reasonable rates. 
resume in confidence to Box No.9, 457 7026. 2765E48 
coo Daily Egyptian, Carbon~lle, : PAINTING INTERIOR EX-
IL. 62901. B2930C40 'TER G eed t . I 
HEALTH EDUCATOR: WE are 
=~Ie ~I~~~ ~~~~:o~ 
:~~:'~lin1!':u~:'Jt~ivarc:s 
to teenagers and tbeir 'parents 
within our two county servIce area 
Major emphasis IS on iamily 
rean::gi~ s:i!a~cat~ounca~~~t,: 
refated field with teaching cer-
:'i~'!nj[J!e~r:nefi~~~~I~~~ 
resume by Oc'ober 21, 1983 to: 
=~~~:.::arl.th621srr.n~:i~ 
FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in 
Mur~hysboro. $5.00uJ:er hour. ~~ person. For' onn~~i 
qua~W. Al RaU;;~~~ri:;: 
TYPING RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Term rapers, theses-
dissertations, bOOk manuscripts, I 
~n~~Si~~f~~~~~' 
2757E53 
TYPING - THE OFFICE. 109 W. 
Main Street. 549-3512. 2I14E56 
AUTO REPAIR. QUALITY work. 
Low rates. 9am to 5pm Call 457-
659'1. 2I05E41l 
~!s~ ri~l~~ A~fA. :~:!. 
teed. Lacquer $250. ~ m~ngs, 
~~~~~7.~Wc!::~:~.~rf~: I 
1 BEDROOM, NATURAL gas A-~ro:t:'1~n~~tm~~ted in 3 RESPONSmLE FEMALES for 
_________ 28338 __ c.'42_ ~~~:rt!rbJ::1o~oK~~P;sCavt 
for appointment or information. 
2I99E58 
WORD PROCESSING IS a better 
TWO AND THREE bedroom 985-3187. 28718e43 
mobile homes. Furnished and air 
conditioned. Reasonable. Gliaon V!rI~eB~:i~!:' aDg:, 
Court. 616 East Park. 2828Ik42 ~m mObile home or apart-
2 BEDROOMS. Clean, nicely ~:\:::ff~~e;;:.;:,~' caD 
furnished. Close to campus. 1m- B2I19Be54 =:~~:a=~' NO~r~ 
NICE QUIET LOCATION. ~ mile 
f:'e~~o::.~r.;:· b~f::,iS,~v:ty ::r~ 
peted. 457-8914 or 549-2487.
2865Bc43 
WALK TO Stu in this very nice 14 
wide with new carpet, spacious 
kitchen, central air, and aU 
~~. orA4s~_~~~ now'8':.=1 
CARBONDALE 603 N. BilIl Bryan, available immediately, 
fC:~~~elu~:~r, t~~nbe~~:!~ 
bJuse. Central air, mce location, 
own room. car space. 549-4719 afer 
. Spill. 2I168e54 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED 
male-female. $lI5-month. Quiet I 
neighborhood. Rick, 4."7-4265. 
29298e40 
way! Forget the time and e~se 
~~a~~irJ!~n'he~~~u~~~p~(ss~r~ 
IlItions. Call The Word Stars, 549-
~:iess\~::fing~i~~i be:lt;o 
available. 3D24E44 
TYPING CHEAP, EX-
PERIENCED, excellent wort, fast 
=~:~~c.~:i~tf:~ 
457-4568. 3022E41 
STlt.,tSS? 
e DKllEASllINSION eIHCllEAII~" 
SCHOOL 
elMl'llOYi (ONCENTIATION 
eAVOID UNNECESSAaY IUNUS 
FOIt HIU' • INFO., CALl. WIWGS 
CINTII ....... 1 
WANTED . ~-.. 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings ol~ gold &: silver. broken jewelry: ~~iscr~f'v~t~~"tI1 ~~i~es, ~S. minoisAvenue.457-$13l.' 
83013F59 
lOST . _ 
P~EASE RETURN POOL-cue 
wI~h black case, left outSide of 
~~!~. s Friday night. ~. 
! GHAY TIGER-STRIPED KIT-
TEN. Lost on Sunday, Oct. 9th -nt:ar 
510 S. Poplar. Name is Ash. 
Please call 529-5299 if you've seen 
her. 2984G4il 
FO ND 
FOUl';D: FEMALB KITTY. 
Br:~wnish-refl lon2hair tabby. F\!=a 
COMr. ~ front Claws. ViCInity of 
Roxanne MHP. Please caU 529-
4992. 2I92H41 
ENTERT AINMENT 
BALLOON BOUQUETS SIUIl I< 
~:e~w;B!ffv~~l~~~o:i~.3~~ 
5222. 2723147 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAiLS! 
Lessons! Gentle horses for sal~. 
Hoofbeats - 457-4.170. 2911154 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC 
hayride and bonfire. Fun for all 
~~:-s ~~~~~t_~: :~::Oasr~~: 
Mickey. 2II0I54 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
RIDERS WANTEO 
CARBONDALE TO ST. LfJuis 
'18.25; Carbondale to Spri!l8field, .• 
IL $18.10; Carbol'da1e to {''hlcago 
$31.70; Carbondale to 
C!~~n:tr~!!'p!'v:.·WJ ..s~~ 
457-4144. 21441'51 
RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit" 
~~~~e~~~.!~~~'l:iU:!u~s 
Chicagcla!ld. Departs Fridays 
2pm, returns &indiys. Only $39.75 
=~: ~~~i~s:.!:~ .. ~:tb~ 
12:30pm Thursdays (Regular 
$49.75 roundtrip). Tickets may be 
~~!~::.e~~J~~~~.r:e:ts 7~~ 
South Unhersity Avenue. on 
•• The Island", open Monday thru 
Thursday 10:3Oam-12:30pm and 
~~~. Friday 10:3Oam-=1i 
Daily Egyptian. October 14, 1983, Page 19 
~~~~-~ ~.~~O<~~~~~ 
~\ , t S".etest D., 
~l 
PLANT AND SOil § 
SCIENCE CLUB 
HOMEMADE 
CIDARS~.LE 
9AM·3fM 
Wfi,).·FRI. 
OUTSIDE 
FANERHALL 
TIRED Of 
SINNING? 
If SO. REPENT. 
If NOT. 
CALL MOLLIE 
Giw. ,II' .,.1 1I1II.lne 
.llIIethint .,.~ - -
TJ.Shtt FftII Th,.. 
CitfeJ 
~ AftilllW., CIII~ NinI, 
Uniwel'lify MtI, 718 BMbttn, 
s.miMiIAVt. 
National 
Newspaper 
Week 
Oct. 9·15 
th~ 
DIi.fy~ 
honor. & .alut •• 
.Edlto,. & Pultllsh.,. 
-Newspaper Reporters 
.N.wspaper Carrl.,. 
.Adv.rtl .. ,. 
.Prlnt.,. 
-Sal.s Peopl. 
.Photograph.,. 
-P ..... er.w 
-OffIce Staff 
-Our many r_d.,. 
n ..... of' ..... ... 
0 ... ,. ..... '
-+- + ~ tJr :£'D~ + + + + + 4 
-t- H •• AR .... t 
"; F'",cty1fappy Hour + 
~ . ",;,,r.:;J:: Key .". 
.f. . and the Toach Tones. .". 
J.. '5OC Draft. 754Sp •• drall. .". 
; No Cover '+ 
~ .• rlthty & · .. turtl.y '+ 
~ . JaZz, ROCk, & Funk ." 
f* ~ atuEt Cum.ot qrnpfwny 
Political irony: 
Women candidates 
are on GOP side 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
irony in the woman-for-vice 
president boomlet is that it's the 
Democrats who have the op-
portunity but the Republicans 
who have the candidates. 
The nationally known, office-
holding women in America 
happen to be Re~ublicans. The 
two women who SIt in the Senate 
are Republicans. The first and 
only woman on the Supreme 
Court is a Republican. : ~d 
Ronald Reagan has two women 
in his Cabinet, one at the United 
Nations. 
All have the credentials to 
serve as his running mate, but 
Reagan already has one, and it 
would look cynical to dump 
George Bush in favor of a 
woman. 
He couldn't get away with it 
even if he selected Mrs. Bush. 
But while the Democrats have 
plenty of brainy, experienced 
and energetic women, they 
don't have a woman governor or 
sena!or, and no one woman 
stands out as a compelling vice 
presidential choice. 
It just worked out that way. 
Democratic women ran for the 
governorship of Iowa and a 
Senate seat in Missouri in 1980 
but lost. A Democratic woman 
gubernatorial candidate lost 
earlier this year in Mississippi. 
Kentucky elects a governor 
next month, choosing between a 
Democratic woman and a 
.Rt..,ublican man. 
Customarily, the vice 
presidential nomination goes to 
someone who holds high office 
and brings geographical or 
ideological balance to the 
ticket. 
Ii 
Fraa Lunch De Iverla. 
.~ 11 .. 1:30 h, 549 .. 3366 
• Subs. Salads. .' ~eC'ke.Quiche .' 
Be in 
November I I 
FARMERS· MARKET 
OF CARBONDALE 
Till V4rJ1 ......... 1I 
Local ffoAa. ..... Goon. 
c ... ~. Pluta At F,1r 
"'"' G~"'C""""'" 
._tlMa .... 81,... 
Take Your Sweetie 
Roses 
$10.00 for 1 doze 
Thun-Sat cash & carry 
for ffJ~ ~ay-
Sat. Oct. 15, 1983 
T ". DI.coanl Llqllor. 
1224 rI. MAIN 
~all.WI •• ~ •..... 1.5L 
. ·$286 ;~. 
- ~ 
Carl. Ro •• 1 
4L 
$4.29 
• 1.00 Rebate 
~329 
a. r. 
lCha .. pa •••• It 750ml 
~ $238 
",.", C,II"f SII' in r""," 
A.tlqu. ~ B.urb •• ~ 750ml $399 
Mel.ter Brau 
12 paekeans 
~ •• b.IY.11 750ml .,;~." ~769 
Tal' or La e 
c.u.trY~ $349 White o:.~~d ~ 
$1.00 Rebafe/Bottle ""C" 
.00 Rebotel2 Bottles 
Stroh'. 
6paek eons 
$229 • 
~ 
~ Hangar Hotlln. 549-1233 + . SALE Prices Good Fri., Sa(t., & Sun. ~----------------~ 
BEARS from Page 24 
able to answer the call. intercept a ball and score on it, 
Taylor was optimistic after we have to be on defense 
the Drake game, saying he again," Dempsey said. "Some 
would probably miss only two of that controls how many plays 
days of I;'ractice. Dempsey, you run or how long you are on 
though, saId that Taylor was the field, but • still feel we 
still being bothered by the in· should be getting more plays 
jury. Taylor's knee was x- off." 
rayed, but there were no tears Dempsey said the number of 
in the knee, Dempsey sail!. plays per game will increase for 
"He is more doubtful for the Salukis once the offense 
Saturday's game than anyone starts rolling. One of the goals 
else," Dempsey said. "With that Dempsey is shooting for is 
Terry out, it cuts down on our to be higher in rushing offense. 
depth. A guy like Terry can The running attack is 
cover you all over the field. averaging only 142.7 yards per 
Tony, though, used to start here game, ranking fifth in the 
before and he can play with Missouri Valley Conference. 
everybody." Wichita State leads the MVC in 
Without the extra depth in the rushing with 242 yards per 
secondary, the Salukis will still game. 
have to try to create more While the rushing attack is 
turnovers, which would affect not in the top half of the con· 
another department - of- ference, the overall attack is, 
fensive plays. Through six ranking third with a 333.2 yards 
games, the Salukis have out- per game average. 
scored opponents 226-73. Saluki The passing attack leads the 
opponents, though, have conference with a 190.5 yards 
averaged 75.2 plays per game, per game average. 
almost eight more than the Quarterback Rick Johnson 
Salukis. heads the Saluki passing attack, 
"One reason that it's been and barring another injury, he 
reversed this season, and one I could wind up his career at SIU-
don't like, is that we fumble and C ranked at least second in 
have passes intercepted," several MVC categories. 
Dempsey said. Johnson has a career total of 
Another reason, Dempsey 378 completions out of 737 at-
said, is because of the way the tempts. He ranks third in 
team scores some of its points. completions, just 36 behind 
"When we block a punt or Jamie McAlister, who is 
HOCKEY from Page 24 
right inner.' Simpson will join center link 
McAuley, who playetl her best Mindy Thorne and right link Sue 
game of the 5e"lSOD Saturday in Solimine in the midfield. It will 
a 1-1 tie against 14th-ranked be the first time IIlner has 
Davis and Elkins College, started three freshmen in the 
suffered the injury in a freak midfield in her 14 years at SIU-
accident when she stepped on C. 
her roommate's foot. "From 1976 to 1980 when we 
"It sure didn't happen at a were really strong it was rare to 
good time," said SIU-C Coac!l have more than one freshman 
Julee runer. "The injury is start," said runer. ". don't like 
similiar to Lynn Beltran's but it to start freshmen in that 
is more serious. It depends on situation, but they have to do 
how quickly it heals and she is the job. 
going to do everything to get ". think the rest of the players 
back next Wednesday for the have to take up the slack with 
East Coast road trip." theinjuries. Some of the sub-
Beltran, a reserve halfback, stitutes are going to get playing 
suffered a bone chip on her time. I kept telling them if they 
ankle earlier in the season and are patient they will get a 
was out for 10 days. chance and they will be getting 
With the injury to McAuley, it this weekend." 
runer switched from a 4-3-3 Southwest Missouri State 
alignment to a 4-3-2-1 and had Coach Rhonda Ridinger returns 
numerous players change eight starters from last year's 
positions in the starting lineup. 18-3 team which claimed the 
Left back Dore Weil was moved GCAC Conference Cham-
to sweeper and center back pionship at SIU-C. 
Jeanine Janos replaced The Bears have strengthened 
McAuley at right back. Janos their schedule ttW year and 
was joined by Meehan, who is have tied third-ranked Iowa, 1-
being shifted from left link to I, and 14th-ranked California, 2-
left back and reserve Nadine 2. a 4-1 decision to 
Simyson was moved to ~~t link. 
Do You MI •• Mom'. Sunday 
Dinners? 
Th. o.sls Has Family Styl. Dlnn .... 
Ev.ry Sunday 
Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes 
Served in Bottomless Bowls 
Serving llam-7pm 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Just Llk. Hom. 
second. Steve Ramsey holds the 
conference record with 491. 
Ramsey also holds the MVC 
pass attempts record with 1,015. 
Johnson ranks fifth all-time in 
the MVC. McAlister is in second 
place with 827 attempts. 
Johnson has thrown for 4,479 
career yards, which places him 
ninth on the aU-time MVC list. 
This season, Johnson leads 
the MVC in passing efficiency. 
Teammate Darren Dixon is 
fourth. 
Defensively, the Salukis lead 
the MVC, yielding only 240.7 
yards per game. Against the 
rush, the Salukis rank first, 
wbile against the pass they rank 
third. 
Cornerback Donnell Daniel is 
in a three-way tie in in-
terceptions with three. 
Other Salukis at or near the 
top in the MVC departments 
include Drew Morrison, who is 
first with a punting average of 
40.9 yards, and placekicker Ron 
Miller, who is third in overall 
scoring with 40 points. Tailback 
Derrick Taylor is tied for fourth 
in overall scoring with 36 points. 
Tony Anderson has averaged 
:?D.S yards per kickoff return. 
good for second, while Haywood 
has averaged 8.1 yards per punt 
return, placi~ him fourth. 
. James Stevenson aDd Derrick 
Taylor have caught 18 and 17 
passes. 
2·6 
Dos Equls 
Mar'arita.: 
Dnfts 
DANSKIN. 
all styles of leotards. 
SeIad from a /ariIe variery <l 
a*n~d=~ 
International 
1asJdons 
Uniwrslty Mall 
fRIDAY 
SI.OO 
SI.25 
.50 
HIm 
Strawberry 
Mar,aritas 
Helneken 
SI.50 
SI.OO 
. , 
Mr. Boston Schnapps. 
loollior Mr Basion SIWO =1~::'~~=i.I~r~~ft,~oo~~'::~~t'a:,.,~he Spon'ed De ..... , Guode 
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Spec,,,, Sates. De;1. """" York. New _ 10019 
"'_~S060_'00 __ '" ... _a.-.~KV. <'9112 
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Netters to close season at hODle 
By Daryl Van Schouwen 
Staff Writer 
The women's tennis team 
clqses the fall portion of its 1983-
84 i schedule this weekend, 
playing host to Ball State, 
Marray State and Kansas at the 
Udiversity Courts. 
f'.e 8-5 Salukis neeQ two wins 
to,eam half of Coach Judy 
AUld's :;eason goal of 20 wins. 
Kansas and Murray State 
have the tools to stymie sru-c's 
as~irations for ten fall victories, 
Auld said, and Ball State can't 
be taken lightly, either. 
The Salukis open the weekend 
action with a 9 a.m. match 
against Ball State Friday. BSU 
was 5-15 last year and returns 
three seniors in Ann V oors, 
Deanna Witsken and Angie 
Arch. 
Auld's crew will tangle with 
rival 6-1 Murray State Saturday 
... morning. Murray State is led by 
No. 1 singles player April 
Horning of Harrisburg and No.2 
Jorunn Eid of Norway. Liz 
Hendon, Maureen Rankine, 
Kathy Outland and Dawn Fox 
have been flip-flopped in the 
three through six positions. 
Kentucky has dealt Murray 
State its only setback of the 
season. The Salukis ancl Murray 
State have faced ont" similar 
opponent this fall, Memphis 
State, a 7-2 victim in both 
matches. 
SIU-C and Murray State will 
continue an ongoing rivalry . 
Last year the two teams split a 
pair of matches. 
"We love to beat them and 
they lovt! to beat us, it's as 
simple as that," Auld said. 
Kansas comes to Carbondale 
with an 0-4 mark, suffering 
losses to four quality teams -
Wichita State, Nebraska, 
Minnesota and Drake. Min-
nesota and Drake finished one-
two in last weekend's SIU· 
Edwardsville Invitational. The 
Salukis placed fifth in that 
tournament. 
Kansas is headed by Laura 
Runnels, 4-3 at No. 1 singles, 
and Barbara Inman, 1-6 at No. 
2. Runnels and Inman will also 
pair up as Kansas' NO.1 doubles 
tandem. 
Christine Parr, 3-4, will be at 
No.3 and Cindy Bregan, 0-0, at 
No.4. Debbie Coleman, 1-6, and 
Janelle Bolen, 0-7 will occupy 
the No. 5 and 6 positions. 
Auld will go with her 
customary lineup. Alessandra 
Molinari, 8-7, will play No. 1 
singles for SIU-C, and Heidi 
Eastman, 7-9, will be at No.2. 
Mary Pat Kramer will put her' 
solid 11-5 mark on the line at No. 
3 and Amanda Allen, 5-10, will 
play No.4. Stacy Sherman, 9-6, 
and Maureen Harney, 12-4, 
round out the Saluki order. 
No relief for pitchers' Series 
By John Nelson 
AP Sports Writer 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - In 
1971, the Baltimore Orioles had 
an unprecedented array of 
pitching talent that took the 
chili to its third straight World 
Se~es. 
1he starters were Dave 
MdNally, 21-5; Mike Cuellar, 20-
9; Jim Palmer, 20-9, and Pat 
Dobson, 20-8. Never had a 
major league team produced 
four 2O-game winners in a single 
season. 
Among them, the four star-
ters accounted for 81 of the 
Orioles' 101 victories that 
season, and thus grew the 
legend of the Baltimore 
philosophy of raising out-
standing pitchers. 
"Our philosophy starts with 
scouting," says Orioles pitching 
coach Ray Miller. "We go into 
the amateur field, and we look 
at kids with a good delivery and 
a lot of movement on the ball 
rather than sheer velOCity." 
This philosophy produced one 
of the two Cy Young Award 
winning pitchers who will face 
each other in Game 3 of 
baseball's 80th World series 
Friday night. Orioles left-
hander Mike Flanagan, who 
won the American League Cy 
Young in 1979 with a 23-9 record, 
will oppose Philadelphia's Steve 
Carlton, who has won the 
National League Cy Young 
Award a record four times. 
This has become a pitchers' 
SPIKERS froDl Page 24 
Saturday evening. Lamar isn't 
one of the stronger teams in the 
tournament, though, and SIU-C 
should be able to dispose of the 
Cardinals .. 
On the other hand, the Salukis 
have dropped decisions to 
several other teams this season 
that they should have beaten. 
Hunter said she "as had 
difficulty pinpointing the source 
of her team's slump, but youth 
might be the crux of the 
problem. 
"The youth of the team might 
be taking control over the 
players with experience," 
Hunter said. "I'm confident this 
thing won't plague us forever. 
and I think we can come out of it. 
"I don't know when, but I 
know they'll start playing with 
poise and confidence again. 
"We need to smooth out the 
fundamentals. The game is a 
matter of being consistent and 
playing the percentages. It 
relates to the ability to keep 
control of the ball and let the 
other team make the mistakes. 
"The players hear and un-
derstand that, but they dOD't 
execute at a quick-decision 
time. They're impatient, and 
they want to score right away. 
If they don't, they feel like 
they·ve failed and they didn't 
maximize an opportunity." 
MEET YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL CONSULTANTS 
.. AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES 
• Ozark. TWA .Alr llllnol ••• rl" • United. Delta 
Register for FREE 
LAS VEGAS TRIP (mustbe21yrs.old) 
Sponsored By BORGSMILLER TRAVELS 
Stuelent c.nter.lalirOCHll A 
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I: ••• m. to I:. iI.m. 
Refreshments will be served. 
21 North 11 th Street, Murphysboro 
CALL COLLECT (618) 684-5500 
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World Series. So far in the best-
of-seven game Series, which is 
tied at one victory apiece, 
Orioles pitchers have allowed 
only two earned runs and eight 
hits, three of them by Joe 
Morgan. 
While the Orioles' staff in-
cludes two Cy Young winners in 
Flanagan and Jim Palmer, the 
star of the show has been rookie 
right-hander Mike Boddicker. 
USing what has been named a 
"fosh ball" - combination 
forkball and changeup. which 
the Orioles call a "fish" -
Boddicker s·ruck out an AL 
playoff record 14 White Sox and 
threw a five-hiter in beating 
Chicago 4-0. 
'r--------------
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Women harriers try 
to keep streak alive 
BLEUFLAMBE 
Fri. & Sat. Rare Form 
We Now Hove "Big Screen" T.V. 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-9:30am 
4:00·7:00pm 
801 E. Main 
Ph,549,"8.41 
Bv David Wilhelm 
siarr Writer 
After two consecutive dual-
meet victories over Eastern 
Illinois and Murray State. the 
women's cross country team 
will try to continue its winning 
ways Saturday when it trc.'1els 
to Edwardsville to compete in 
the Illinois Intercollegiates. 
The harriers will be running 
against seven teams, including 
four rival conference squads. 
Besides Eastern Illinois, 
Western Illinois, Bradley and 
Illinois State, the Salukis will 
compete against minois, North-
western and SIU-E. 
Coach Don DeNoon said that 
Northwestern will be the 
favorite, but admitted he has 
"absolutely no idea" how the 
race will turn out. 
"I haven't seen SIU-E or 
Western," DeNoon said. 
"Western lost their No. I run· 
ner, but they have depth. They 
could be there. Illinois State 
hasn't run their No. 1 and ~ 
runners the last two weeks. I 
ha\'e seen Bradley's results." 
DeNoon will go into the In-
tercollegiates without two of his 
top runners, Sally Zack and 
Lisa Hicks. Zack will prot-ably 
be out another four weeks. 
Hicks is out due to an injured 
plantar facia tendon which she 
hurt during the race Saturday. 
However, DeNoon said that the 
seven runners he is taking are 
all healthy. 
"All seven athletes are ready 
to run at their best," DeNoon 
said. "We're still seeing im-
provement. I haven't let up on 
the girls. We're looking for a 
sound performance this 
weekend. It's important but we 
won't go for all the marbles with 
the girls till the last meet. 
"I'd like to see some in-
dividuals do rea! well," DeNoon 
continued. "If half the athletes 
perform individually well, 
that's good. I'd like to see all 
seven run their best. We have 
the potential to do that. If five or 
six can do that, we can lJe 
competitive ... 
The seven Salukis who will 
run Saturday are Lori Ann 
Bertram, Catherine Doelling, 
Tina Dorow, Chris Hangren, 
Bonnie Helmick, Odette James 
Sports Car Club to sponsor 
autocross at Arena Saturday 
By John E. Izumi 
Student Writer 
Rally-inspired drivers have a 
chance to cl)mpde in a Sports 
Car Club of America-inspired 
autocross in the Arena parking 
lot at noon Oct. 15. 
The Saluki autocross gets its 
inspiration from the SCCA, 
where drivers compete in 
driving and handling skills 
against the clock. 
Prerequisites for entering are 
minimal. A safe car, valid 
drivers license and $2.50 entry 
fee are all that will be required. 
Safety inspectiOns and orien-
tation begin at noon, and 
vehicles will also be classed into 
categories at that time. 
Trophi('s will be awarded to 
the top conte:.tants in each 
category. 
Drivers compete in heats 
which consist of two laps. A 
competitor will usually run five 
to six heats per day. depending 
on the number of contestants. 
The major problem is trying 
to get people involved, ac-
cording to Autocross Vice 
President Jeff Babcock. 
"Our main objective is to 
bring people together with 
similar interests," he said. 
"Autocrossing is also a way to 
relieve the 55 mph syndrome in 
a safe and controlled en· 
vironment." 
Babcock said the Saluki 
Sports Car Club has been in 
existence for four years, but 
participation was minimal at 
the first event of the season two 
weeks ago. 
The SSCC holds its bimonthly 
meetings on the day of com-
petition. TopiCS range from 
veteran tips on performance-
related maintenance to where 
to buy performance parts. 
Anyone who has an opinion 
about or interest in autocross is 
welcome to attend the 
meetings, and the club is open 
to everyone. More information 
is available at 457-0587. 
WESTERN SIlLLlN WESTERN StZlUN 
SlZilin 
and Lisa Reimund. DeNoon said 
that all of them have had good 
workouts this week and are 
ready to go. 
"Northwestern is favored in 
this meet," said DeNoon. "I 
saw them once and have seen 
other results from them. 
They're running well. They 
have a team of five good runn-
ners, but the sixth runner drops 
off drastically. If they've lost a 
runner by this point in the 
season, they could be competed 
against. 
Illinois State will also 
represent a tough barrier for 
the harriers. The Redbirds have 
defeated the Salukis every time 
the teams have met this season. 
DeNoon said that Satufday 
will be a good opportunity for 
the Salukis to get a look at some 
of the competition they will face 
in the conference cham-
pionships Oct. 29 at SIU-C. 
"It will be an interesting 
weekend" DeNoon said. "We'll 
see four of the 10 conference 
schools and WE: '11 get a preview 
of the conference cham-
pionships. " 
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Salukis must reduce turnovers to win 
By Jim Len 
Stan Writer 
Only four NCAA Division I-A 
and I-AA football teams have 6-
o records this season -
Nebraska, North Carolina, 
Jackson State and SIU-C. 
Saturday at Southwest 
Mis,.'ouri State, the I-AA No. 2-
ranked Salukis will trY to im-
prove their record to 7.:0, which 
would be the best start for a 
Sa1uki squad sillce 1960. 
For SIU-C to keep winning, 
reducing turnovers is im-
portant, Saluki Coach Rey 
Dempsey said 
The Salukis ha~'e lost 17 of 20 
!umbles and have thrown nine 
interceptions, which averages 
to just more than four turnovers 
per game. 
Saluki opponents have lost 13 
of 18 fumbles, while throwing 14 
mte:oceptions. The Salukis have 
a one-turnover edge in this 
department. but Dempsey said 
that is not good enoug!l for his 
squad. 
"We have to get the turnover 
ratio down," Dempsey said, "so 
that we are creating more 
turnove;-s and getting them and 
we aren't fumbling the ball or 
having the ball intercepted. 
had had t.hat straightened out 
and cut down last year, we 
would have won another 
game." 
Dempsey said the turnovers 
would not bother him as much if 
1-:', team ran an offense such as 
the wll>~hone. In the wishbone, 
tne offense pitches out the ball 
. quite a bit and will take a lot of 
chances, which could create 
fumble-type situations. 
"We're not that kind of 
team," Dempsey said, "and I 
think we have way too many 
turnovers." 
The team record for fumbles 
in a season is 48 set in 1972. That 
squad also lost a team-record 24 
fumbles. 
The Salukis are chasing the 
:~am interception record of 20 
which was tied last year. They 
need only seven more to break 
it, but an injury to cornerback 
Terry Taylor may have stalled 
the effort somewhat. 
Taylor, SIU-C's carrer in-
terception leader with 13. in-
jured his knee when he tried to 
tackle a Drake tailback early in 
the second quarter Saturday. 
Tony Haywood. Dempsey said, 
will start Saturday against 
Southwest if Taylor will not be 
"That's one area where we're 
not doing well. I believe jf we See BEARS, Page 21 Staff Photo b)' Scott Shaw 
Rick ,Johnson, center, and Derrick Taylor scrambl ... for a loose ball against Drake. 
Harriers' road tough 
By Dnid Wilhelm 
Staff Writer 
The going gets only toughel 
for the men's cros~' country 
team. Last weekend the Saluk.is 
finished first among eight 
teams at the I"di~na In-
vitati~;lal. Saturda~' the 
han iers will go up against 11 
teams as they try to take the 
title of this year's Illinois In-
tercollegiates in Edwardsville. 
Coach Bill Cornell expects the 
Salukis' main competition to 
come from the Universitv of 
Illinois. Another quality team, 
but one Cornell expects to 
defeat, is North Centra:' NC 
was the Division II national 
champion last year, and, ac-
cording to Cornell.' is looking 
strong. 
Other teams trav~ling to 
Edwardsville are DePaul. 
Eastern Illinois, Bradley. 
Loyola, Western Iliinois, Illinois 
Benedictine, Louis, SIU-E and 
Illinois-Chicago. 
"Illinois is the .me we're 
concerned about," Cornell said. 
"Their coach is ,fired up to get 
us. It was close enough last time 
that they could beat us." 
The last time the harriers 
faced the Illini, the Salukis 
defeated them in a close 25-30 
meet. SIU-C tool< the No. 1,3,4, 
8 and 9 positions. The Illini 
grabbf'd 2, 5, 0, 7 and 10. 
"Those spots could be 
reversed if we don't run tough," 
said Cornell. "Illinois is up and 
ready. They didn't compete last 
week so they're ready to go. It 
will be a two-learn battle for the 
championship. " 
Cornell is still not content 
with the performances of his 
hack men, despite the victory at 
the Indiana Invitational. 
"I won't be satisfied With my 
back men until they are up with 
the fourth ma:'l," Cornell said. 
The Sa lulc:is , top runners. 
Chris Bunyan, Eddie Wed-
derbl.lrn and Mike Keane, are 
still running well, according to 
Cornell. He can almost always 
count on good performances 
from them. The others' success 
will be seen Saturday. 
"I'm h(lpir.g Brent M<:Clain is 
oyer his mishap of over-training 
with ... eights," Cornell said. 
"He should be back in form. 
That's what we're hoping for." 
David Behm, who Cornell 
said ran the "race ui his life" 
Saturday, will be needed again 
this weekend. 
"I hope it CBehm's race) 
wasn't a fluke and that he can 
repeat it," said Cornell. "He's 
confident that he can." 
Cornell said the course on the 
camplis of SIU-E is "very 
demanding," w;th twisting 
turns and rolling hills. 
After Saturday's met't, the 
Salukis take a two-week break 
before competing in the 
Missouri Valley Conference 
Championships in Peoria. 
Staff Photo by Stephen Ken~edy_ 
Hitter Linda Sanders gets up and over the net to Bail a spike against OU~wa, 
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Fielders face No.1 
team in conference 
By Steve Koulos 
Student Writer 
Southwest Missouri State, the 
defending GChC champion. are 
3-C in the GCAC and 8-2-2 
At stake will be a share of overall. The Bears are ranked 
first place in the Gateway 16th in the NCAA Division r poll. 
Collegiate Athletic Conference The Salukis w1!1 have to 
for the Sah'kis field hockey overco:ne adversity against 
team this weekend. Southwest, because three of 
SIU-C, which is in second Saluki starters have been 
place in the GCAC with a 2-1 victimizt'd by injuries r~'Cently. 
record and is 6-4-2 overall, faces Right back Nancy McAuley 
first-place Southwest Mhisouri sU!ler~d a bone chip on her 
State Friday in a serond game ankle and is expected to be out 
of a doubleheader in for rhree weeks. 
S!)ringfield, Mo. The game will Left back Marv Beth Meehan 
start at 2 p.m. and i~ part of a (broken nose) a'nd right inner 
three-game SIU-C triy. Terry Draffkorn (knee and 
The Salukis will face Colorado ':.a~k problems i will start, but 
State Friday in the first game of Will not be 100 percent. The 
the doubleheader at 10:30 a.m., injury problems will enable 
and GCAC opporeilt Western reserves Melinda F(,~ ",',j 
Illinois (0-4 in the GCAC and 0-7 Kathy Crowley to receive more 
overall) Saturday in Macomb at playing time at left back and 
12 p.m. It will be CSU's first See HOCKEY, Page 21 
game of 'ile year. 
Spikers must build 
stealll in tourney 
Bv Shern- Chismhaii 
Sports Editor 
It's no,"" or never for the 
Saluki volleyball team. 
Coach Debbie Hunter's club 
will play four games over the 
weekend in the Texas-Arlington 
Classic, and SIU-e must use the 
tournament to build momentum 
going into lnt: ~;;::-~ ,::.! the 
conference schedule next week 
if the team is to contend for the 
conference title 
Hunter likenE!d the weekend 
to a crossroad, where the team 
win have to go one way or the 
other. For the Salukis, that will 
mean either starting the climb 
upward or falling farther into 
their slump. 
SIU-C ""ill open Friday 
against Houston, a team 
similar to the Sa!u!d "quad in 
back 1round and experience, 
accol'ding to Hunter. The 
Salukis will also face Louisiana 
State Friday night. LSV has 
dropped SIU-C once this season, 
and Hunter admitted her team 
will have to play far above what 
it has heen tD stay on the court 
with th~ Tigers. 
The match the Salukis will be 
keying on. though, will be 
Saturday morning. Hunter's 
club will take on host Texa!'l-
Arlington, and nothing would be 
sweeter for the Salukis than a 
Iittlt: reVf'nge. 
A~ (he Brigham Young 
liniversity Preview three weeks 
ago, the Salukis had set their 
sights on a ~~p e:;;~! ~~~!sh. only 
to have Texas-Arlington play 
the spoiler by downing SIU-C in 
the early going. 
The loss to the Mavericks was 
the pivotal matl'h that dropped 
SIU-C to the tottom of the 
fini.shers'siale H'mter c;aid her 
team r!ayed a sloppy and 
sluggish match against the 
Mavericks in Utah. and her 
team is more than happy to 
have a second :;hot at Arlington. 
Htinter sai.~ her dub is 
gearing for the Mavericks :lOd 
the Salukis "have fire in their 
eyes." -
To fimsh their stint in Texas, 
the Salukis will take "n Lamar 
'lee SPIft:ERS, Page 22 
